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else which you have A, with you in | and
nd fountains, which fn the Whold chair, was well Nigh indispenigble to order,
providing, for, contingencies, you gan leave. have no less than 11,788 jets, the water an | deepatoh, This gentlerwn is a nephew
it here for one penny, and receiving a check
for it, you can pass.on your way, knowing
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thas it will be perfectly safe till you wish to
| take eharge of it again,
But which way shall we go? how shall

Offon, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N, H..
L M. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
letters
on

business,
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beautifal

forms,
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Rev.
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rhicn
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80.
wo apars arg
rwarlled until an explicit order'is
ved by A Publisher for their
discontinuance,
ul y payments. of: 9 all arrearages is madeas re.

gives an idea of its shape, and of the position of its various departments.
Ax its
name implies, its walls are entirely of glass
set in iron frames, and it composes a long
arched nave, two side aisles, two main gal-

Yeh tab reir is particularly
uestedto note
the date on the label Tor the expiration of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
YOAr, without further reminder from this office.

leries, threé

whether

he has.subscribed or

not—is

responsible for the payment,
:
2 Ifa Jaron orders his pa per discontinued, he
Jus hay a arrearages,or the publisher may con. tinue to send it until fayments made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken fromthe
8. The courts have decided that refusingto take
newspapers and periodicals from the
t-office. or
removing
and leaving
them uncalled for, is prima
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud.
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A

ts recerve
for the Star

We send no

large sheet of water, in the center of which’
is a gigantic fountain throwing its glorious
jets of spray on every hand
In the water
are fishes and aquatic plants, around jt are

premiums, no percentage
is allowed in addition.

books out

to be

gold on

commis

; Som or otherwise, with the privilege of returning

numerous

port the galleries and the roof. And all
around -are statues of, celebrated persons,
of striking incidents, or illustrating classic
"scenes. . We walk along the nave, and the
same brilliancy, beauty and variety meet
us everywhere,
Here are groups of Aus-

WEDNESDAY; JANUARY 25, 1871.
—

es

Time's 8 Cre.

trylian ‘aborigines, of the color and size of
life, and in their usual costume, which cer-

A Mow; 0. rejoicing heart!
The hours are flying;

tainlyis not super-abundant in quantity.
Near by are some Papuans, then a company of Botocudos, -inhabitants of South

Each one some treasure take,

Each one some blossom breaks,
And leaves it dying;
The chill, dark night draws near,
The sun will soon depart,

:

America.

a group of Zulu Kaffers, and numerous

The hours are flying,

others. And in connection wit these lifelike models of the inhabitants o various

Rejoice,O grieving heart!
Theshours fly fast.

,

countries are the trees and shrubs, the birds

ang the quadrupeds of these countries.
We reach the central transept where we
look up to the center of the arch, a hight of
168 feet. Here is the great Orchestra, with

With each some shadow flies,
Until at last

~

—ls

The red dawn in the east
Bids weary night depart,
And pain is past;
Rsjoice, then, grieving heart!

‘organ and seats in
ers.

The hours fly fast.
2,

—

suppose

—

:

musical festival in 1862, there

the day I was there on my recent visit
to London; there were five thousand children there belonging to the Metropolitan
School Choral Society, and they sang a
number of pieces of sacred and secular mu-

The London Crystal Palace.
We

At.a

front for the perform-~

were present here about “four thousand
vocal and instrumental performers. “On

— Anon.

>

that no one would think of

“going to London without visiting this celebrated ‘place of recreation and instruction,
and probably some: of our readers who can

sic.

so many. relics exist, built up into the size locations in the city, quite near the capiof life, and supposed to exhibit their proper| tol... .
Returning homeward we shopped a few
forms.
Here we see ‘the Plesiosaurus,
twenty feet long

hours with Rev. P. W. Perry, who is successfully endeavoring to build up our cause ‘in
not the rapidly growing city of Jackson. They

the Ichthyosaurus, thirty-

five feet, the Megalosaurus, thirty-nine feet,

gi

feat of Chanzy “was: as Mlaustrous as had

IN NORTH CAROLINA.

been reported. Further
to mage
An officer of the army, just returned to nify vaghier than diminish'tlie importance of

and

namerous, others.

But we have

for the sustenance of the body. The refresh- death of Rev. David Wingon, former
ment

department

is on

the

most gigantic

of this church md for bi

pastor

years of the

haye made various efforts, to break up this
gang, but always without success. On seyeral occasions some of these desperadoes
have been killed or severely wounded, but:
the result has always been to make the sur-

scale. You can get breakfast, dinner and church in the neighboring ons of Spring
tea in any style you please, and of whatever Arbor. Bro, Winton was a preacher of
style you may select, Large rooms are marked ability, and he is cut down in the
wvivors more bloodthirsty and revengeful
provided in various parts of the building, full strength of ‘his manhood.
H. E. W.
than before. By instructions from the War
with tables and seats. You may get a-lundepartment in December last, a'company of
cheon ofSbread and cheese for six cents, a
the fourth artillery, under Major Thomas,
Spied Influence. - ‘cup of tea or coffee for six cents, a roll and
was sent to Lumbertin, the seat of Robeson
o
——
butter for four cents. You may have meat
From the Watchman and Reflector of last ‘county, to give protection to the people and
and bread .for eighteen cents; and from
i assist in capturing these villains, but they
those prices you may go up as youdslease week we take the following extract :
to have thus far accomplished little in
A disease once came down suddenly on
till you reach a dinner with all the ef celeras,
cit er respect. On Saturday, the 14th, one
nearly
all
London.
.
It
came
a8
if
a
vast
and wine included, at six; doftars each pertidal wave of miasma had flowed in froni Henry Lowry, a conspicuous piember of the
son,
gang, with an accomplice, waylaid and shot
We Joey this
§
wonderful exhibition, and the atmospheric depths. It was not the re- a prominent’ member .of the county named
sult
of
contagion,
nor
of
infection
in.
any
|
retake our places in the cars,earnestly longzTaylor, when a short distance from his resing for another opportumity of visiting it, form ; yet thousands on thousands at once idence and-pot more than two hundred yards
that we may examine its treasures more leis- fell diek with it in every quarter of the city. from the camp of the United States troops.
It did not come labeled, and the doctors
urely.
WwW. H.
Taylor was instantly killed. Troops were
could not. explain its coming, and so they
immediately sent in pursuit of the mnrder-

Nebraska Correspondence.
:

fete

Having visited much of Nebraska the last
autumn, Twould submit some of my observations, Iwas much in the southern and
central part of the state and up the Platte to
Grand Island ; also visited the Indian Agency of the Pawnees on. the Loup Fork, 100
miles west of Omaha.
:
The Baptists have two associations in the
state. - The one north of the Platte has ten
churches and about 400 members. The
Episcopalians have much zeal in making
meeting-houses and getting people to join’
their churches. The Congregationalists are

doing a good work.

About sixty miles up

the Platte we fell in with the noted Rev. A.
Dresser who, in 1835, was whipped in
‘Nashville,

Tenn.,” for having

some

Anti-

Slavery papers in his trunk. ‘The Hicksite
Quakers attend to the Indians (six agen-

They were accompanied by the great’ cies)

in Nebraska,

and

the

Orthodox

Quakers thosein ‘Kansas,

We

pass about

simply called it influenza, that is, an

ence.

There are not a few

silent,

ang

mysterious,

- and

influ-

forces equally
potent,

that

A despatch from

ers, but without avail, and they made a safe

retreat to their haunts in.the swamp.

"As

‘army of the north and menacing
The French government accuses . the
‘sjans
of barbarity and of violation of the

|

the millions of miles of intervening space.
So man affects man, not by word alone,
but by forces still more subtle. There is a

certain mAgnetism of soul by which we put
our fellows, perhaps whole masses of them,
into fullest sympathy with ourselves, and
make them sharers,not only of our thoughts,
but of our feelings and our moral purposes.
Thus a single man may - become the center

citizens. to venture any djstance from their
homes, even in broad daylight. On Friday,
the 18th, the colored people of several coun-ties in North Carolina, held a day of fasting:
and prayer in behalf of Governor Holden and
also beseeching ‘the’ Divine aid for deliver.
ance from the Ku-Klux.

A SEVERE STORM AT THE WEST.

in-storm wich visited New En-

RR[tI
a

The Indepeniden, in commenting
life and works of th late

Dean

on the

of Canter-

bury, says:
A liberal Evangelist, a Churchman
most catholic sense, there

was that

in§ the
in Dr.

Alford's theological position that in some
sense opened to him avenues of influence
into all: sections of the English Church,

while he did not want for opposition from
all. Disliked by the extreme Evangelicals
for his liberality and his wholesome

of the slavish

literalism

hatred

of the harmonists,

he was almost savagely denounced,

on

the

other hand, by the Westminister Review for
his adherence to the doctrine of inspiration.
It may be long before the Anglican Church
finds herself possessed of another scholar
combining a learning so varied, an insight
so acute, a judgment so sound, and a candor and diligence so admirable.

We can not close this sketch without quoting the

eloquent

words

with

which

he .

closed his great labor in the Prolegomena to
Revelations (third edition) :
“ Thave now only to commend to my God rd

labor of now eighteen years herewith completed. . . May he spare the hand which has
been put forward to touch his ark; may he’

for Christ's sake forgive all rashness, all perverseness, all uncharitableness which may
be found in this book, and sanctify it to the

nent.

days without cessation.

forgotten.

pended,

and some

good, flow in upon our world

All travel was susrailrond

trains

»

My

v 1n like manner the Bible reveals the fact
that mighty spiritual influences, some bad

several

hs

prayer is and shall be that in the stir and la~
bor of men over his word, to which these
volumes have been one humble contribution,

and

a

use ofhis Chureh': its tiuth, if any, for teach-

ing; its manifold defects for warning.

eid on Sunday and Monday of last week
was preceded in the west by a snow-storm
of unusual severity. All the way from Pittsburg to Chicago the storm raged for two

of an influence that sweeps beyond a conti-

LJ

The Dean of Canterbury,

and Father this feeble attempt to explain
work in the material world in the direction illustrating: the reign of terror prevailing in the most mysterious and glorious portion of
this _Iggeality, it -is stated that nothing but
both of death ‘and of life. Storms on the
the mgst important business will induce” his’revealed Scripture, and with it is thismy _
earth respondto storms on the sun, and our
planet depends for all its life on the subtle
influences which pour down upon it through

~

Havre says there is constant skirmishing near
that city. It is reported
that the Prussians
are turning: the left wing of Faidberbe's

‘rules
of warfare. In return, Bismarck cites
violations of the Geneva convention, and
ties to capture. it. * Members of it issue forth says the French have no desire for peace.
at concerted periods, robbing peaceful citi- It is also said that France
must herself ask
zens, and shooting them ‘down in’ cold for peace before there will be any. cessation...
blood whenever any resistance tp their de- of hostilities,
mands is offered. The people #f this county
|
—
and of the”surrounding neighborhoods are

said to bein constant fear of their lives, and
time to examine theseas we wish, and re- hyve already a comfortable . chapel as an ‘exist in momentary expectation of assassicarnest of a more commodious house by
luctantly tear ourselves away.
nation, murder and robbery.
The- civil
ta
While providing for the sight of the eyes, ‘and by.
authorities, assisted ‘by numerous citizens,
the directors have met.forgotten to provide |
We heard here the sad intelligence of the

Then there are the natives of

Brazil and of Guiana, a Greenlander in his
skin canoe, some Bushmen of South Africa,

And leave thee sighing;
~~
-Then mourn, rejoicing heart ;

With each sbme sorrow dies,

choice flowers, outside are trees,

while numbers of vines bearing countless
flowers are climbing the pillars which stp-

ig. Horning Star,
print

Its

and entering this door we can look along
the whole length of the nave to its northern
extremity, and looking up the arch of this
transept’ aboye, isa hight of 104 feet: The
“first thing that arrests our attention isa

office or not.

A¥~ When
onBB evs sent

transepts, and two wings.

entire length from southto north is 2,756
feet, and its width a little more than 800
feet. We are now in the southern transept;

NEWSPAPER DDECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a n
aper regular]
from the post-ofice—whether rected to his name
or

| Sadne, but ‘the result is unknown.

I.

hundred and twenty thousand gallops péf | having emigrated from Vermont, to. Michi- Washington from a tour of investigation
the Prussian victory.
minute. Here also are the Rosary, the ganmany yearsago.
southward in the, service of the War depart-

to [have a ground plan of the palace, which ‘be’ seen the gigantic fossil animals of which

amother’s,

SS

Rhododendron, the archery ground,. the, Although there was no room for us in the ‘ment, reports a "sad state of affairsin some
cricket_and
rifle grounds, and the Lake, In inn, our stay was made every way comfort parts of North Carolina, A band of villains
we, find out what there is to be seen ? and
#where shall we commence our examigation ? the. latter are some islands, which are val- ablé and agreeable by the cordial hospitali- ‘and murderers has for some months past
‘Here is an official guide-book of thirty-two uable for the geological information they ty of Rev. A. J: Davis and - lady. The la~ made. itsheadquarters in the swamps of
pages, price on¢ penny. This will be a afford. Here are seen the various strata of bors of Bro. D. are so well appreciated by Robéson county, and is so strong in point
his flock that they resolutely resist every
good investment, and will serve to direct earth, in their regular order, with the fossil
‘effort
to get him away. The church have of numbers as to be-able successfully to reremains
peculiar
to
each.
Here
also
are
to
us. On the second page of the guide, we
sist ‘all the efforts ‘made by the civil authoria neat house of worship in one of the best |

remittancesof

Topoor. Bo should be |sent. All Bn
A
fof publiantion
on should be addressed to the
Torms:

from which crosses and re-crossds, produc-

ing

rted iri the departmementont Haute . ent is reported
The de-

Events of - the Week.

others may arise and teach whose labors:
shallbe so far better -than mine that * this.
book and its writer may ere long be utterly

Ever so, come Lord Jesus.”

were |
hatha ies

tely blocked in where the storm over-

. Although not more than twenty- | The Condition of the Negro.
from beyond it. "On the oné- hand is the.|of snow fell, it was piled up in
prince
of
the
power
of
the
air,
whose
malign
twenty miles up the rich valley of the Loup
four stops, and 4,598 pipes. .
a
every direction. A storm of
thing about it. It grew out of the World's
ANorrespenient of the Springfield Repub~
Fork, having settlers most of the way, be-' influence is projected into the hearts of the
_But wé. have not yet commenced
to look fore we come to the Pawnee reservation. children of disobedience, working, as is evi
i
lternated with the snow, ad- lican writing from Virginia, speaks as folExhibition of 1851. A Crystal Palace was
d to ~theglegraph wires, loading them lows concerning the present condition and
erected for that Exhibition, in Hyde Park, at the various courts which are intended to We first approach the barracks containing dent, only with their assent, and in accord‘and at the close of it, a company formed for give us an idea of the styles of building, of U. S. troops, and four miles away is the ance “with the laws of their mental and down till they snapped in every direction. future prospects of the colored race:
the purpose,- purchased the palace,’ and the ayorks of art, and of the habits and cus- seminary buildings for orphan and other poor moral: nature, but vastly strengthening Chicago and vicinity were thus completely
The hope of the colored man of the prestoms of various countries and ages. In the
having bought an estate at Sydenham,about
tendency. On the other shut off from communication with the east, ent generation is in the Kingdom of heavIndian children. The children of the chiefs every unholy
eight miles south of St. Paul's, they re- Egyptian Court we have a model, reduced and braves are too noble to attend. The hand, there. is a benign influence and over a thousand men were obliged to en. He has little hope, for the present life.
" erected it there on an.improved plan, and in size, of the temple of Karnak. * It con- main building is of brick,125 by 40, and from above, - a Divie force connecting labor for sevetal days before the old order of any marked change for the bgtter. How
laid out the extensive grounds by which it tains three rows of eight pillars, each twen- of three stories. Two miles farther is the |garth.
and
man . “with of things could be restored.
with heaven
can he have? His horizon is narrowed alis surrounded with great. taste, and at an ty feet high and five feet in diameter. Here
HOW MAINE WAS DEFRAUDED.
Indian village of 2,400 inhabitants. In God, and assimilating, where it is yielded
most to & point by ignorance.
knows
everything
around
brings
ancient
Egypt
enormous expense. They have made it a
It . bridges
1832, they numbered 12,000.
Four miles to, the latter with the former.
nothing
of
the
first
principles.
Nothing
of
*
An
investigation
into
the
alleged
paper
The. statues, the paintings,
- most ‘attractive place, so that many thou-* before you.
above the Indian village is the timber whose the chasm between the infinite and the credit frauds in Maine shows that that state the meaning evefi. of business. ‘While he . ,
sands are there, every day in the week, the hieroglyphics, the pillars, &o., are all woodis cut and packed by squaws, the finite, between the holy and the sinful, bewas swindled out of nearly half
a million was a slaye, he dreamed of being free -as
.| fac similes of the treasures of that land.
throughout the year.
ponies not being used even to bring wood tween salvation and ruin.
dellars
during
the
war.
‘Parties
engaged: a wonderful boon; but his freedom came
Passing through a small vestibule we come
Perhaps it is not foo much to say that into the Greek Court. The main portion of nor to plow. Beyond the timber,towards the
This spiritual influence isi the sole hope of in securing enlistments, handed in the to him on.the wild wings of war, and
for magnificence, beauty and variety comnorth-west, the whole section is open to our world. Itis the spirit of life, re-breath- names of several hundred men as volunteers, made his condition practically no. better,
this is a representation of an agora, used as
bined, there is nothing like it in the world.
hostile Sioux, enemies to the Pawnees, and ed into the dead. It is a spirit of truth, for which the state paid bounties agreed up- so far as the comforts and decencies
The tired merchant, professional man, or a market place, and for festivals, and pub- who often kill their squaws while getting convincing the
world of sin and taking of on, but the men themselves Beverentered and hopes of this life are concerned,
mechanic, who simply wants an idle day, lic assemblies. Herd is a large model of wood,
or fake the ponies ma go offbefore the the things of Christ and showing them the ‘service. Having received a mere trifle than it was while he was a slave. Indeed,
the
Parthenon,
with
busts
of
the
great
men
can here enjoy it to perfection. Those who
soldiers
kpbw it.
savingly to the soul. It isa Bpiritof sanc- | for signing enlistment papers and passing there can be no doubt that
thousands of
wish to luxuriate among beautiful flowers of Greece, and copies of the most celebratWe wre well pleased with the doings of tification, not only cleansing away moral certain examinations, they were allowed to these people see more. trouble. ‘and greater
and foliage, and enjoy splendid landscapes, ed statues and other works of Grecian art, the ‘Quakers. They teach. the boys farm- .defilement, hut . devéloping ia the character go their way, while the brokers themselves wretchedness than ever were given them
can do so. ‘And those who wish to get an which are scattered over Europe. The Ro- | ing and mechanical business, and girls are love, joy, peace, and every other pure, and’ retained the most of the money. Thus the
in the days of their bondage. = *
‘idea of the treastives of science and art scat- man Court is next, where we have models taught ‘house-work. Singing ‘is taught ‘in beautiful, and noble grace. [tis a spirit of games of a great many were ereditedon
Se the dream of ‘freedom, | of happiness
tered over the world ¢an here find their of the Colosseum and the Patitheon, ‘as they their Sabbath School. The superintendent, power, ‘strengthening ‘the inner man with paper at the Adj. General's: office, who
and
hope in freedom, has become to many
appeared
*in.
their.
glory,
and
of
the
Forum
|
opportunity. And so: far as the interior is
Janitiey is a preacher from near Washington, divine might: for ‘duty and for suffering. did no duty ‘whatever as soldiers. It is.
concerned, it is as available in winter as in ‘as it appears -at the present time. Here D.C. One Mrs. Platte has been a teacher Thus while the individual is dead in trespass- hoped "that<some means may he found to of them a: practical: illiision. It seems
-to them just now of little advantage that
sumer; for however duil and cheerless also are copies of: all that is celebrated in thirty years with them, and #t one time es and sih, this breath from above is equal
‘reach the parties engaged ini this nefarious they are free; for they-can' see no hope of
Roman
aft.
‘The
Alhambra
Court,
which
1t may be without, it'is all bright and cheer:
she dug up asquaw that had been buried to. his ' every need, whetherof first quicken- businéss, and that they may receive proper
improvement before’ them.
Hence they
ful "within, You can, go “there by railway brings before us the great palace of the .alive. Sad toitell, this;is often done when ing, or of progressive sanctification, or of
punishment for their villainy.
dream of Heaven now, as they used to
‘from almost, ‘any part of London, at almost ‘Moorish kings in Granada, Spain, inthe they are worn | ont, This ‘is the tribe that complete transformation into the image of
| dream of freedom and Heaven in the old
CHINA AND JAPAN.
any time of day, aud you can spend much fourteenth century, is the most brilliant of fidyed alive a man for killing a squaw, and Christ. So, too, our world:as a wholé, isa’
days of their chattelhood. Life is someor little, just avorling to taste and eir- the whole series. - Here is the Cbiirt of the on this account Rawhide creek bears the moral desert, a waste howling wilderness,
The monthly budget of news comes by
thing tobe got through, a wilderness to be
Lions, so-called from the central fountain, naine.
“eumstances,
steamship
America,
which
brings’
fourteen
the sight of which often fills us with despair ;
:
W..B. HAMBLEN,
traversedin search of a Paradise beyond it.
in_
which
lions
are-supporting
the
central
|
,
But we want to foo what opportunities a
but that which can make an oasisin one Japanese. noblémen who go to New York
.
This turns them much into romantic specupoor man has for enjoying himself, either basin; Columns, arches, frieze-work, &e.,
‘spot can change the whole desert into a to attend college, and several prominent
lations respecting the future, by. which they
Western Correspondence.
alone or with.his family ; and if you please,” are glittering with brilliant colors and gold,
garden of the Lord;, apd hence says the Chinese. : Quiet prevails. at; Tien-tsin, and
animate themselves under he discomforts of.
we will placé ourselves in the position of and you axe surrounded by the plants of |
Prophet, ‘The Spirit shall be poured out a feeling of security exists, increased, no
the present.
Yh
"A run from Hillsd: ale to Lansing iis a very from on high and’the wilderness shall besuch a man. - We reach the London Bridge tropical countries. Pagsing under one of
doubt, by the presence “of four U.:S. gundifferent
affair
now,
from
what
it
Was
in
the
This
genératiog,
of
negroes
must
be
re_ Railway Station soon: “after. 8, A. M., and L the arches, you enter a series of rooms callcome: a fruitful field.”
boats which will remain during the
‘Winter.
moved before the beneficial fruits of emdnci~ |
for thirty-six -cents we get a ticket which .ed the Hall of Justice, the central one being lobbying days of yore, - Then, two days of
Mr. .Seward’s party are having a succesful
entitles us to go and return, (fifteen miles,) the far-fased Hall of the Abencerra
pation can be well borne. These, people
staging, With an intervening stop . over {
as well as pleasant journey around the
, and also includes the price of admission to the splendor of which, especially when th
night, were the hard requirement ; notv,din- * : Misery of i Aimless Life.
‘| world, ‘his own health being considerably have yet. to learn, many of them, that free-.'
dom is something to.be grown up to; that
the Palace. Wo take our seats in the cars, | sun shines’ through the stained glass win- ner at home, and an early tea in Lansing,
It is the lack of object, of all aim, in the improved. “American business- wis utterly while it is simply a governmental bestowal it
and are-soon on the way. No railway in dows. in the dome, it is impossible to de- and you are ready for an-evening’s work or
stagnant at the time the America sailed,
lives of the houseless wanderers, that gives
Londdg
is allowed to cross the street on scribe.
‘| antertainment.
:
and the roads in the vicinity of Yokohama ‘may mean littlé"of real benefit. There must
to
them
ti
most
terrible
element
of
their
the evel, but must be above or below.
be time given them to widen the circle of
A
run
for
Lansing
does
not
probably
dif
And so we go oni, through the Byzantine
misery. Think of it! “To walk forth with, were, again becoming unsafe, foreigners their thoughts, and to learn what isto be ex~'
ne is an elevated one, anu as we pass:
fer
much
from
former
times.
It
hag
always
being
frequently
attacked.
An
angry
cor‘Court, the Medieval Court, the Renaissance
gay, ten shillings in your 'poeket—so that
along, mile after mile, we look down on the
been considered a good start, in' a race of
had passed between Minister pected of citizens, before JN of ‘the great
Court,
the
Italian,
French,
Ceramic,
Bohethere
need be no instant suffering from respondence
. roofs of the houses, while all araund ave the
advanta@es can be realized®which were exthis
sort,
to
be
brought
out
in
a:
caucus
of
|
mian, Pompean, and other courts, which alli}
1 want of bread or shelter—and have no work De Long and the interpreter at the United pected to accrue to themselves and the nanutherous steeples of the ‘chuiohes, ‘and the
the
strongest
party;
and
then
if
one
can
. large piles of masonry and brickwérk ¢om.- deserve a close examination, but which they contrive to have the party stick to ‘him on to do, no friend to see; .no place to expect | States legation, but .it was thought that it tion from their enfranchisement.
Cw
| are not’ likely to have at a single. visit. Vig.
you, no duty to’ accomplish, no hope to fol- might be amicably adjusted. The. rice crop These reflections are not advanced as assur
posing other public buildings, to break the
the
home-streteh;
a
seat
under
the
dome
of
haye not examined ‘the Industrial Departlowy no bourn to which you can draw nigh- had saffered severe}ff from unfavorable ed and final truth,on this matter. But he who
‘monotony of the scene. Before long we
“1.
‘ments; so important, interesting. and val- the capitolis a pretty sure thing.
‘ev,
excopt that bourn which, in such cir- weather, and the southern provinées’had re-_|.can. see these men and women as.they
see in’ the distance the trees and ficlds outWe found the seity full to’ overflowing;
side Landon ; and the Crystal Palace erowns uableyand we. have not examined the treas- for the meeting of “the: ‘Legislature -and the cumstances, the traveler’ must surely re- ceived some damage from an earthquake,
lounge about all public places,-can see what
“ing the suitnmit of a hill, cotnes into view, ues’ sprénd over (lie long, light and tuste- animated cotitest for the United States Sen- gard as simply-the- end of his. ‘weariness ! |. dehy
THE ‘WAR.
satisfies
them both in the matter of employand reflects a blaze of sunlight. In twenty- ful ‘galleries. “We just walk around these, atorship kad drawn together a third house But there is 'hothing ' to’ which humanity "The bombardment of Paris still goes: on, ment and in the matter of enjoyment, will
getting
glances
of
what
they
contain,
and
five minutes. from the time of starting; the
can not:attune itself. Men can. live upon and shot iy falling constantly within the city: be very likely to feel sure that thé ‘way out
looking at the moving masses and glittering ‘of unexampled magnitude.
train stops,-and we are inside the palace, in
for those who were enslaved is a .
The House organized Hy wisely ‘Yoiclodt, poison, can learn to endure absolute.soli wall," Fort d'lssy isi virtually destroyed and of Egypt
, the basement; Stepping from the cars to the treasures below.
ing Hon. Jonathan J. Woodman, speaker, tude, can bear Souuppely, scom, and shame; Fort Montrouge isi terribly ‘battered. From long. way and a hard one. They grind ‘yet
Going again to the center inion we He is well qualified in every respect, for the | and never show it.
. Platform, we go with the crowd up awides
all accounts the fire seems to have been in a weary prison-house ; and it will be long,
pass into the. open corridor, and down a position; and, as most of the ‘members are
staircase, and soon arrive in a large h
more destructive on ‘Wednesday than on any taking.all things asthey are and must: be,
_ | handsome flight of steps: Here new scenes here for the firét time, his experience of, ten
with numerous offices. If you have an
Bpirienos i" one of the oldest and best’ previous day. . The French have tried a few before the hopes of whiluthyopini can be”
brella, an oxetoopl, ‘a lozk, ‘or
Re
4 r anything | await you, noble verges; graceful §Walks, years, both on the floor and in | the Speakers) Yeushiers, but her rious areS Fuinously high. more sorties, but in vain, "Another engage- vulised inthe South. Ns
organ which has four rows of keys, scventy-

not go to London would like to-know some-
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Education Society aid: them.

to be a counterpoise to some of our
There are many other probabilities
strong: They are not claimed ab
proof, but a8 aids to solve some of

der the presént aprangement, the
ate work
of that

Se |

a
ee———n

ona shoul endeavor to do this; fr thers is

That: is, un~

ap) or

W

much to be done=—enogh to empley every

But its ands

momentin acts of
évolence.’ So none
Re for
+ | hay e
Sou, ty ‘dolenge; Bat Yet<ayery
let
faculty, both of

small. | And to
wi
hy
The, the means to do «this work?"

Behold, then)\Randall “preaching in the they will surely
take the opposite course,
ess,” passing likean angel of light | The
The children
of this world do not so. They
me place to
gngther, and crying, *Pre- are wise
in _ r
their generation than the.
is as much dishe Way of the Lord, make
his paths childrenof light.
cretion; pradence, and

dexterous’ manage“Every valley shall'be filled, ment ne
‘| our doubts in the sphere of reason.
[®t ry. mountain
a tho running of a. Sunday
brether
or
sister
in
Christ,
God
gives.
t
h
i
s
and
hill
shall
be
brought,
body and mind, be employed in doing
school
main proof is beyond these,in thé higher
1 as a y school. © of
——"
/precious privilege of devotinga partof your | good,
:
ial
:
low ;
audthe/crooked shall be made straight, ST oticy must, of course, fail when it.comes
department
of
universal
truth.
Looking
in
contemusin
meet
that
difficulties
The
income to fulfill the great commission, to
Haeiple ;. but there are
gh ways shall be made smooth, in conflict wo
A FALLING LEAP. ‘When you see a fads
(plating this subject are m the departments this direction there ean Bé no more Joubt of *¢ Preach the gospel to every creature.” I
rmany ‘cases in which
the rules
of
police
and
all
flesh
shall
see
the
salvation
of
God.”
ed
leaf
fall
to
the
ground,
does
it
not
forciimmoftality
than
of
infinity.
Both
have
visible
the
well’ be observed; and ijt Top to
(of semse snd reason. We lack
what
way,
can’
you
better
*
Hondr
the
Glorions
work,
the
highest
of
all
callings,
the
same,
testimony.
Both
rest
upon
the
Ply remind ydu of the, tithe when yoir shally
appearance. We do not See our departed
ich to say, if every Sthday' sehol
were
with your substance,” than by casting in like manner, fall ? . When the! brilliancy interesting in .thé sight of God and angels, | manage
d by a superintendent who would
Angel visitants and ministering: sane deep-and -immovable foundation, in-. aLord
friends.
portion
of
it
into
the
Lord's.
treasury
for
“How*
beautiful
upon
the
mountains
are
employ
the same skill and wisdom in the
M*C. B.
of youth has
, you will become like a
spirits are spokén of in the Bible, : But. tuitive convietion. °
as inolhis
this purpose? - It has been proposed that, d (faded, withered leaf. You will be called the feet of him that bringeth good tidings ; management of his-scho
to having
these are so rare and the claim
there would be much more. harmon pox |
where
the
Mission
Boxes
have
been
fntroOne
‘Soul
Converted.
that
publisheth
peace;
that
saith
unto
Zion,
from
the
stage
of
action;
just
as
the’
leaf
is:
is so far out
success than we have ever attain
ween such strange phenomena
:
————
;
ere
:
“4
duced, the collections for this quarter be separated from its “parent stem. How ‘thy God reigneth.”
!
a
| needbe few drones in any schiool—few. comet
»
"of our reach, that, unless our faith in reveIf it had been a fortune made, all the made for, the * Students’ fund.” Let us
much
profitable
instruction
may
thus
be
deplafrom
int
any superint
s
lation is ‘very clear, we are left to doubt. journals of the country would have pub- make one united effort to increase this fund,
endent. |
In Memoriam.
We keep asking,—May. there net be some lished it. Had a poor, friendless newsboy, 80 that reasonable gid can be rendered to rived in viewing the worksof nature. To
see mortality stamped ‘upon ull things, ooSPURGEON ON SABBATH Scroots, Mr.
mistake ? May they not haye taken the or flower girl, or kitchen maid, unexpectedmemory of Mrs. Ethloine M. Abbott, I scribed
our worthy young men. There is no alter- casions emotions both solemn ..and sub- to Tohertheaficfed
Spurgéon,
r realities?
in a speech at a Sabbath’ school
own fancy
of their
husband
and
parputh,
,. areations
ly become heir to a large estate, the teleYeltne
A
Js
meeting held in ‘Edinburg, uttered some
Then 'redson ‘lacks the cogent, logical graph wires would have flashed the news native. We must do it or drive our young. Time.
BY MRS. V. G. RAMSEY,
men from us andewe suffer loss, Which ?
thoughts worthy the consi deration of par-- THe TiMe 13 SHORT.”
With us mor‘across the continent and across .the seas.
’
ents
and teachers :
:
Oh,
sad
New
Year,
hich
finds
us
broken-hearted,
tals
it
is
very
short,
'For
this
reason
God
If an important bill had been restored, or
P. S. These articles are written by one
Gazing through téars upon thy stormy sky,
his servants to work while the day
If we. do not teach the children, Satan
passed, or refused a passage in Congress, who can partially estimate the value of requires
will teach them, I have heard ‘ofa father
While we acknowledge these difficulties, all the leading journals would hive the
lasts. A few have obeyed. this requisition, How has the beauty from our lives departed!
./'Our hopes, how aré they crushed which rose so
‘proper preparation for the ministry, by the

+ Immortality.

\

Bl

not think they amount to a disproof

do

we

of immortality,or that in reality they should
he allowed to weigh much in opposition to
proofs that may be drawn from other sources. . Sense and reason are both incompetent
The subject, in its
witnesses in thi¥ case.
or initial and’ main evidence; lies ‘ outside of

and, during their, brief stay on earth, did all

news in type in a few hours,

| want of it,having entered the ministry ; more
v
But itis only a sou}fonvarted.It is a matter | than forty years ago, with a very limited
edso insignificant that the net door neighbors | ucation.
. WW;
have never heard-of it, and perhaps never 4
rr
ia
will.
.
:

Had you hailed the local editor this morn:
ing and told him that a friend of yours

‘A

had

their dominion, in the broad field of tiniver- “broken his leg, and that another one ‘had

they could for

truth, have long since

to-

‘Space can never become

the blank void of nonentity. = These gruths
we all admit. They can not be proved by
reasoning, any more than the axioms of

. mathematics. They need only to be stated,
when the mjind at once responds an affirmation,

and catches up their echo in a convic-

tion from

shall

which

we ‘exist?

this

it can

not escapel

But

Shall we form any past

eternal future?

of

In our best moments,

in our most exalted conditions we feel the
deep undertone of its conviction just as

clearly, “as that. God is; or that space and
duration are unlimited. We look at our
friends

already

cold in the shadows of dis-

sins and was now rejoicing
God,

he

would

have

in the love

answered,

that it was a very good thing.

mother, who

to thought

which cause a national shout of exultation to echo from hill-top to hilstop, may
not raise a single hallelujah in heaven.

tally say, is your chain

- ty

of reason answers, No.—What

is, may

exist in different forms. but is never reduced
to’ nonentity.

‘The voice comes welling up

from our deepest consciousness, ‘Thou art
immortal.”
If we ask when, and where,
and how, we get no clear answer.
In the

a battle, or a national

But when

a sodl halts

conflict.

promise

and hope to our hearts.

thy ward.”

excelled, and,
Smith and I

Peruse them

At the other

evidence that their

with one exception, all under

ten

years

of

“He WAS

age, and ‘near them, Mary, their teacher,

in its downward

course and turns his footsteps toward heav-

en—when tears of true penitence flow from
fhe eyes of a single sinner, however great

with Rebecca, my Zenana assistant.
Perhaps you will ask why such joy

at so

siall a gathering, for many of you

know

that Balasore contains many

habitants.

thousand

approximating the
which it sprung.

fathomless depth from

are of small account in the

Here. is thé" argtiment for immortality.

appeal. If we can not rest in this, we can
not rest in anything. : a

sight of heaven

compared with the repentance of a soul.

. But what

of our doubts?

Nothing, only

to remark, that the sphere of reason which
‘suggests them, furnishes also much coneurrent testimony, and many strong probabilities in

favor of this assurance of the intui-

tion.

:

We may reason thus:
eternal.

He

i

WOODBINE,

In my last article, I said,

Dear reader, if I could tell yoy.

All things

then, seek their preparation for the ministry
at the schools. But why? Because at the
schools they have men of experience to direct their studies, correct their mistakes and
of years of hard labor.

There

Strive

to

scarcely emerged into

gospel light.

perfection which is attainable.

they may

All are upheld! ‘have access to a large and “well selected
and sustained by his power, All things and library, and be directedto the works most
beings are his thought projected from him ‘appropriate for them to read; there they

have their origin in him.

Even in this life you

* But they won't

make

Early Sketches.—No. 4.

educated in Sister Crawford's school, and
to-day three proud men come in to witness

]

the scene. Our good Magistrate and his
lady were present, and she handed the little

us

aregenerally sons ot men who are not
able and willing to give the necessary aid,

and they must either abandon their studies,or

of its structure may return to their original

their unfortunate

Then it decsys: Itselfis dissolved.

enter the ministry without a suitable prepa-

Parts ration, to mourn and lament-in-riper years, |
circumstances,

or seek

of the tree is their preparation at other schools where
wrought int still higher forms of life, which they can receive tien i, 1 enable

condition.

But something

¥

:

!

of the Lord on the subject.

| der other conditions:
And

~ this in

now the great question comes: Shall
;

E THE MOMENTS.

ng

| ness for a long time.

-

Your

this

matter,

besought, scolded, and

give

us

[4

.

:

to

i

themselves,

not take

much pride

you

blunt,

produce from

child's conscience,
tonch his sense of duty,

so that it shall
quicken inhim a

sense of sin, and cause a
desire to be better ; and going still deeper down into the region of the affeetions,

touch

his heart, and

make him feel how tender and loving the
heart of the dear Lord Jesus Christ is; if

through tlsmt one single verse I get into the
heart

and soul,

into the

temple of his being, and cause him to
know the sweet and blessed feeling of God's
fatherhood and Christ's brotherhood, and
turn him towards God, and towards Christ,
that one verse is worth to the child a whole

scolded “much ‘more than

e

nee

whole

and

Bible committed to memory,

oceans of eommentarits and question books
and lessons,’ Not that these things are not

shall we

ing—s
5

rise,

—

™N

THE

J

of scolding and
ons

CHRiST TEACHER.

To teach like .

Christ
we must be scholarsin his school.
yeu in- He was the Great Teacher sent from God,
and we must study our. teacher. No man

evertaught like

Jesus.

world-wide, and
y
Ha
A

taught, how

His

suited to
;

to say.

Ask

.

lessons were

every

child of

vest
ed
the lessons
aves thehe
lan

simple. the

Ii
the truths, ifYidance
ife, food for the soul! How
taught
his disciples ust as they

were able

hot + it! How Rly he sympathized with

/he - thinks can be

their

done to continue and even increase
the interest
of both scholars and teachers.
will have some idea, some plan to propost,
some suggestion to offer, Ifheis ‘a man

h

‘They
were tired—he
they were h
ye

who frequently
Bes Ineasures,
oppose
his plan or suggestion usil you find him

fully confirmed in it.

Admit

that

you

getting him to work at it heartily

have spoken
would have
adopted the

and earn- Siutploat words, so that even a child might
in your understand him... (:
oo
management, he will have ro sed a plan’
ou had desired to try, and ifhe succeeds

estly.

Mr. Porter,

If you have

been

MAXE THEM Tumvk. Not always easy

his efforts, as he doubtless will, you need

him to do—but possible, and necessary to be
busy.
‘ done. How it may be ,done is illustrated
: There is an element in human character by a writerin the Bunday . Bchool Times:
have no further

trouble in keeping

which is sometimes

termed

personal pride

has been on committees

several times,
sition.” Now

—a trait not always wrongin itself—upon © A young man was uring a coftipanion to,
but was
which, with laudable intentions, we may seek the salvation of his sol;
very finely work,
"There is a teacher iswered that he did not, think much about
who

but alwaysin a subordinate
make him chairman. He

take a

it,

“Then

you do

.

sometimes

said the other.

par-

:

hE

think

3

of it,

:

a.

“ Yes, when yoy, or some one else makes
donable pride in “excelling the work
of
former
ittees, and almost before you me, but I put it of of my mind’ as soon as

know it, you will have added one to those I can,”
And this is true of most unconverted perupon whom you can most
si
depend.
Make something, nay, make much of your sons, . They awill not think of God and of
teachers. Consult them ; make them.think their own spiritual interests , when they can
that the school

depends

upon

possibly help it. We need to use our best

them; that

fot
and that you efforts to make them think. This is
personally »
ciate their efforts, and the done so much by long, wearisome appeals
sopuid Ww. on they thus show for yon indi0)
- the
heart at opporvidually, You need tobe always in ad- thou,
kIT
vance of them; to lead them; you must Shomghis dro , and left to
the
warm
beams
of
the
Spirit's pow-say * Come,” and, while you will a sirnes under
er. Put
8 seed-sowing
must be frequent~
yieldto their judgment, from policy an
ly and wis¢ly done.
¥ieeh maod

|‘they are of great importance,

rt

on premeditation,

propet relation to

them,

Concord, (now the capital,) had about 1200 pairs of heels to i

+

aroun
‘New Durham
were but thinly
dled,
i
ads
4 set-

2

*

Iffrom one single verse not
in the memory, but sent home

uncommon {child's
mind and
o
:
very

,

to benefit to society. But a judicious person inhabitants
and but-one church, ‘The towns]
nl can perform much in a:short time by turnEach

the ser-

RK———

that Bible.

;

Rl

REE

hos

m=

ONE WAY

Show

b

The ancient :

of Troy hadbut ore
- gate, Go round

them: ‘whit itis policy

to

do, and

“Iam the door. —Biblical Treasury,

i

J
eld

OF SALVATION.

and
round the. city you would have found
Do we tirge any wrong motive ? * There no
other. If you wante
to get in, there
are peoplé who will never: allow. what they was but one way. ' So to the golden city of
ind ignantly term policy to influence thém. Heaven there is but one gate. - Christ says, .
»

-

Sandy,” said a

WHAT 15 SuccEssFUL TEACHING ?- This
question was well answered by Dr. Eggleston in an address before the Philadel
phia Sunday School Institute :

ou still sustain. your
Your ‘Bratn-will |
often save your heels, to use a homely ex- Quakers.. pression, while they will set halfa
of ety
but one church and: a soci
dozen city

unimproved.

1¢ maybe seid lo so ing every momen to good aceount,

‘Talked and

ife in our

chool at. Lewiston,andas many mote in the ‘waste, by not improving
the passing’ mos ings that had been made in the forest.
|
in N, Ei, and a large numberat ments. ‘Even if a long life was granted, it i There wasno-vill
than Dover
| Hillsdale, who have the risinistry in view. | would answer no purpose, if the present | ‘Thatat town then hadfgeaboutnearer
1760, inhabitants,

Jor. | embarrass
enter tho them,
mministry witha heavyvy debt
and diminish theid u

it,

peculiar

and the children will
| in them,’

Its location is we select er knottiest wood we oe find to

town. was incorporated. The population
when Randall began was about 800, mostly

A person might live centuries, and be of no

of

strike
nails with it ? Our -auger is dull—
food, so far as they
. But they are not
shall we bore les In ihe ound? The the
end. They are only means,

meetings are | Conway. He was a graduate of Harvard
instances are College, was a Doctor of Divinity and died

seminaries

time was permitted to pass

softly.

about:

Because our axe is a little

have jlow twenty-fivein the Theological ious to live; yet they let' much time rin to in humble dwellings, scattered in the open-

Most
of them myst ‘hav help, or ‘break
down in‘their efforts to sustain themselves,

“ Would you believe

ing, their pride i$

er, don't wince. The most unskillful work*| men. find the most fault with their tools, and
soon spoil the best implements they have.

after leaving New Durham, was settled jn

Many are anx-

life

Now, if Sunday
school teachers pride
| themselves in their extemporaneous teach-

they deserve, and the :
est-—superintendents are the greatest scolds,
There, broth-

largest measure of success? Tt is obvious Heaven find easth would be made to re commenced, and but sixteen years after the
that we must aid our worthy young men, in
their preparation for their life work. ‘We

reason a little

Teachers are

rassment,’- and
free from, debt.
~The same history pertains to animals, and
~to-man as an animal. The body decays; man to) devote
us, is
“but
it+ essence exists in other forms and un- among
hil

the

preaching.”

how to make

soul

petition, * Lord Ged,
sense.”

embar- { the result of revivals. They.should, there- in Conway in 1836, aged 91. It is written
enter upon their * work fore, be appreciated, and kept up. in every of .him that he was a hard worker in a new
But another country, and wrote his sermons evenings by
‘The prospect, for. a young church and neighborhood.
said that these meet- the light of pitch wood.
his life to: thé ministry thing. It-is sometimes
sufficiently embarrassing, ings become dry and uninteresting, What
A WILDERNESS. Bunyan speaks of the
without the burden of. debt ‘to keep is the cause of this? The principal cause world as a “wilderness.” The preaching of
him humble.” The young men convert- is, professors do not perform their duty. John the’ Baptist was inf the wildegness of
ed among us, in a sense belong to: us, Sometimes not more than one or two take Judea.
New Durham was a wilderness
and the providence of God indicates that any part in the exercises. No wonder that when Elder Randall
commenced there and
their appropriate field of labor in the “min- a meeting becomes cold, dry, and uninter- organized the first F. Baptist church.
When
istryis with us; and
it will be well for us esting.” If all would faithfully do their du~ the church was formed it was but twentyto work in harmony with' the divine pla. ty, no such complaints would be heard, and nine years after the town was grantedto
. What, then, must we do to secure the every one would. receive a . blessing. proprietors, less than that after
settlements

in their turn decay, and give something to them to pursye their studies w

sthe next higher grade of life.

is

** 0, that is exactly what
Mr. Mackintosh
and I have been saying, while you were

to make them |
|
threatened to resign ?
ge
|
Ah! brother, that's fiot the way.
|
It would be well for the superintendents
of American Sunday schools to fix upon a ||
day of prayer, and all to’ unite, upon one |

take up his residence there, a day of fasting
and prayer was appointed to know the mind

Gleanings. ¢
PRAYER MEETINGS. These
of great utility, and in ‘many

if you can say

life; ‘This

would like to be persuaded of its feasibili ty | and the intellect.
e might
doubt there, were some professedly pious, —if he can convince
yeu. Consent finally in language that the angels
to
try
it,
and
you
have
no
trouble
in
.a8 when Randall was invited in 1778 to
stooped
to listen to; but he

D. F. Sura.

"Balasore, Nov. 19; 1870.

not understand

divine, *‘ that I never thought o
mon béfore [ went to the pulpit?”

You've done all you could

work ?

another to receive them, with as bright and
and forty-five north-easterly of Concord, the
a$ individualities, so combined as tg form a have the advantage of lectures, from able happy faces as you could desireto see.
capital.
Go back twenty miles north of
men,
which
they
can
seldom
find
elsewhere
;
This
move
is'
the
more
encouraging
as"
it.
perfect whole. All things must
what,
his thought of them ‘is; so that in essence, there. they will come in contact with other originated anong the Hindus themselves,and Concordto the towns of Andover, Salisbury
the aid of foreign and Franklin, nearly central towns in the
_ they and his thought of them must
be one. minds, pursuing the same studies, which has been carriedon without
will
sharpen
their
intellects,
stimulate.
their
help,
except
a
small
grant
from
Government. State, and New Durham is easterly some
But his thought is indestructible; and the
essenee of things being one with his thought energies ; there they will have the benefit of No European, or native Christian has been thirty miles, In extent it is somewhat
large compared with many towns in the
’ “must be indestructible also. A sort
of im- the criticisms of their instructors and fellow appliedto for aid in ifs behalf. Thou
section,
embracing 28,625 acres ;. but there
students;
there
they
will
learn.
how
to
these
little.ones
will
be
allowed
to
remain
mortality ‘must pertain to everything. I»never
has
been any considerable village, and
destructibility lies at the heart of the sim- study, and how to apply the truth to others ; onlya very few years in this school, yet I
the
population
has never come quite up to
.am
sure
you
will
all
rejoice
:
with
me
that
there
they
may
hear
the
best
publi¢
speakplest thing
in nature. Even
the coarse, inert rock is Indestructible, - It .may be ers, which will modify their manner of they can be allowed to commence their edEARLY RELIGIOUS OPERATIONS.
Rev.
wrought into something higher and more speaking and form .a more pleasing ad- ucation in this way, and, if life and health
hi
are spared, I will soon try to tell you some Nathanel Porter was ordained by the Conrefined ; but it can not be destroyed mor dress. =...
wrought into anything lower than itself.
These are advantages that can not be of our plans to carry on their education, gregationalistsin 1773, and continued four
years. ‘There is mo record that a church
The changes in nature are not backward prized too highly. But our young men can after they are taken from school.
Affectionately yours,
was organized. 1f there was not, without
and downward, but onward and upward. hardly afford the time and expense. TheyThe tree is an organization having essentially the same history. It takes what had
before existed in lower forms and combines
them in a higher life. Thus it matures.

can,

near the easterly border of New Hampshire,
ahout, twenty-five miles northerly of Dover,

ones their prizes as they came up one after

own-

and see if you ean.not improve things some{ only lodged
what.
FR
:
cot
| to the

BY JOSEPH FULLONTO

New DurHAM 1x 1780.

°

The test of teaching is. not how much
is evideiitly tried within Bible
you can get into your scholars’ memyou but,then, don't lose your patience. ory, itis
how much result

righteous

to faint in the hour of adversity. Religion
will dwindle away, and to your utter sur-

the placeof the shed, the Brahmin teacher is
exchanged
for a Christiad girl, who was

| er

Half a dozen

‘em work.”
Softly now, good brother,

ready

prise, you may, at last, find yourself entirely destitute of it.
S.H.B,:

work!

to have you tell, if you

Aim

gradua]ly they come in, and now at the end
of two years a neat little school-house takes

| by your

teachersin our school do all that is done.
The others don’t amount to shucks. They
never do anything, and I forone would like

Never think

will be

in French, but he did

| by merely talking of it; but

_B. H. Baylies, in the Sunday School
Workman, exhibits some of the ** uncommon
sense ” he speaks of)'in answering this
question :
.

of living beneath your privilege. If you
do, religion will not have sufficient power
to brighten your prospects beyond the
tomb.

knowl-

a handful of flowers, walked off to the shop,

How to Make Them Work.

great attainments in the divine life. Do
not follow the unwise: examples of thousands who never grow in grace and in the
‘knowledge of the truth, .and who have

is engaged ds teacher. "At first, only a very
| few are willing to send their children; but

The first Cause is | give them, in a condensed form, the results

fills immensity.

MAN.” + When a

and died a wicked man !
GREAT ATTAINMENTS.

where our little girls willbe allowed to go.”

Let our young

Goob

uals. Nothing can afford more consolation
torsurvivors than to know that their friend
died a good man, & good woman, ora
good child. Long do their memories live.
But when an unrighteous. man dies, how
awful to reflect that he lived a wicked life,

in-

-Alittle shed is made ready, and a Brahmin

Education in the Ministry.

A

thoreugh

me, because it wasno language
at all. 1
went down to a little brook
that ran
through
the town, and walking along the
edge I came to an elder-flower tree. I got

$8. Jun

not right,

reflect upon the characters of such individ-

educated Babus, with Phakir Mahnn, our
head pundit, in the Mission school, at their
head, say, *“ We will have a girls’ school,

en's estimates are true,but earth’s are false..

:

God's

the Bible

woman remains in ignorance. The little |
at great attainments, and then you will fall
light which has dawned on her more favored
far short enough. - Make it the primary obsisters in Bengal, has not penetrated her
ject of life to advance to that degree of
darkness in Balasore. At last one or two

It is consciousness. To feel it and know it | How different are the estimates. which
rough intuition, - is the elearest of all heaven makes from those of earth. Heav-

. proofs,—the highest of al} authority. It is
the final arbiter, beyond which there is no

are

good Sunday school

| Christ, this is the joy of being a Christian,”
| you will be much more likely. to make conAnd Christ; who loves her with a sweet affection, | verts,
:
Than all our mortal love stipremely higher,
| + Theteacher who goes to his class thinkEnrobes her with His own divine perfection,
|ing thet he himself is always competent,
| without preparation, - is making what I
An gives her place in the celestial choir.
think jsa gross mistake. Itis well to preach
We will be patient, and assuage our sadness,
without notes, no doubt, buta man who
Bowing in silence to His gracious will,
should preach purely extemporaneously,
Who mingles in our cup its grief and gladness,
without thinking
beforehand, would probaAnd though He slay us, we will trust him still. | bly be an exceedingly dull and dry preach-

righteous man dies, how delightful to think |
that he was a good man, It is pleasing to

have come and gone, and still the heathen

Titles and estates, and national games,
lost or won, temporal successes or reverses,

hearts

thing

flight,
;
Where waiting angels ope the gates of glory,
And crown her with a diadem of light.

having no relish for holy things.

end of the room sat about thirty little girls,

be

and held it up tothe man; and .he knew
Lin an instant what I meant.
I think it is
-She is not dead.— Ah, no, the. mournful story
Which tells our loss, proclaims her heavenward | not easy to convey the Gospel to the heart

is too much neglected. Books of a differ
ent character:are perused in preferenceto
it. They take no pléasure in reading the
inspired word of the Lord, which is a sure

In one part: of the

were tobe given as prizes.

say,

pray, but

_bottlestin his shop, but could’ not find any- thing of the kind. I tried to jabber some-

And lift our tearful vision to the skies,

with diligence; for too much

word. - By some, strange to

to

flower water. I started
Off to a chemist,
and as I did not know a word of the Italian
language, 1 looked through the jars and

Which fill our hearts with grateful resignation,

The Scriptures are consequent-

time can not be spent in reading

child

wife, the sun was so hot that it scorched her
face. She asked me to
t her some elder-

And from the dust celestial hopes arise,

which

unto, #alvation,

said the

edge and apprgeiation in your souls of the
things you have to teach.
I was in Italy:
last year, and in ¢rossing the Alps with my

And deemed that earth had ne’dr a fairer sight,

ly of infinite: importance to the human race.

Babus of Balasore ; and in the center, a table was spread with a variety “of things that

or

teachers there must

We spw her standing in the festal light,
“Plighting her youthful heart to love and duty,

A soul of pitying kindness, like an angel,

are able to make the2 wise

room sat about forty of the most respectable

Matters

to swear.”
Ithink that to make

A few short months agone, in bridal beauty

benefit of mankind,

dom,” &e. , ** The holy Scriptures,

or small, honored or despised, known or
of obstacles mountain high, which have been
unknown,—one, only one—* there is joy
overcome
in order to induce these men to
field of reason the spheres of our doubt re- in heaven.” The Father, Son and Spirit re“main; but in the department of the univer- joice. Theangels and the spirits of the send their daughters to this school, and the
sal, there is one great, clear conviction,somgp- | just rejoice. + Those, perhaps, who have still harder trial tp overcome, in the mind
times lost, but ever recurring: Thou canst prayed for years during life, and earnestly of the Hindu mother, the superstitious fear,
that if her daughter learnsto read she will
“mot die.
Down here in the plane of the prayed in death for the salvation of a loved
become a widow, and have to endure all the
limited, it is ‘dust te dust.” But out there one, now call together a whole neighborin the universal it is “heart to heart.” Love hood in heaven and say, ‘Rejoice with miseries of widowhood,you would not longer wonder at our joy. Long centuries
- answering to its kindred love; thought ‘me, for I have found that which was lost.” .

ever tending to its grand center; eternally

the

*‘ See,”

Satan has no conscience about teaching him

is full of books;
but the Bible is the best - And all'hiér life seemed like a sweet evangel,
A holy psalm of gratitude and love.
and most important of all. It-tomprehends
our duty, both to God
and ourselves.- So pure and sweet,~ for her the breeze is sighing
Then ¢¢ Search the Scriptures. for in them
And flowers are sweeter for her sake,we said—
ye think ye have eternal life; and they are We could not see the darkening shadow lying
Across the pathway where her footsteps led.
they which testify of me.” * Let the word
of Christ dwell in’ you richly, in alk wis- Yet in our sorrow there is consolation,

went to the same place about four in the
afternoon. When we, entered the house a
sight met our eyes-that brought gladness

do not read of joy

in heaven over the result.of an election;

we

made to the scholars who
on special invitation, Mr.

os
We

for

about not teaching, the

Do find them dark and sad withbut her smile.

their

time.

physician; ** you have a pointof conscience

That we, who thought to hail thésé” hours with
pleasure,
a

through faith which isin Christ Jesus.”
“ Wherewith shall a young man cleanse his
“An annnal distribution of prizes was to be. way ? By taking heed thereto according to

ticular friends scarcely a note is made of the
Not so in heaven.

the

do

and swear all the

He graciously had lent to ms a while,

neat white garments,to her new charge, the
Hindu girls’ school.
:

has long broken the midnight stillness with
prayersfor the conversion of a wayward
child, will weep for joy, and praise God
aloud that the dead is alive and the lost
found. Possibly one or two obscure neighbors may be. called together to rejoice swith
them. But outside ofa little circle’ of partransaction at all.

found

from

who objected to teacking his childto pray.
The child broke his leg, and . while the lég
was being taken off he continued to curse

.

“ SEARCH THE SCRIPTURES. * The world ._ Alli¢d her even here to those above,

sure: ‘“ As thy days, so shall thy strerigth
be.” Attwo o'clock
we sent Mary clad in

But™vho

solution, and thinking of their love and
affection we ask, must ye die,too? Tuwrung

, broken? Are
Hose pearly links dissolved
forever? - Something deeper than the facul-

heart for my work, and

ceased

.

So suddenly hath God withdrawn the treasure

must soon be done.

the day wore on I ‘gathered strength ‘and

of

would think of making a news item of it?

| ‘A pious father or a godly

ever you

almost too difficult to be performed; but as

perhaps,

Their

was short;

active labors.” Follow their wise examples.
Remember that ¢¢ the time is short.” ‘What-

Lightand shade alternate, sometimes
made $2,000 by a single speculation’ in lot day.
to .do with the limited, the particular.” But or oil stock, or that a car had just run off 4hie in rapid succession, again at longer interfaith and intuition deal with the universal, | track and broken an axletree, or that Gen. vals. Last Friday night I went to bed
the -axiomatie. Leaving the difficulties of Sherman had just passed along incognito, with a feeling of discouragement that I can
sense and reason, we ask ‘what has intuition he would have thanked you heartily. jotted not describe, and “whén thé. morning of
" to say of the unlimited duration of our con- down the information, and started for the Saturday came, it found me not only . with
spirits depressed, but with a feeling of
scious existence?
“
:
office with so rich an item of intelligence. .
physical
weakness; and the duties of the
. ~ Something “will be- in the eternal future,
But had you told him that one of your neighThere never will be a period when nothing bors who had been for thirty years going day, which were indeed heavy, seemed

in rayless night.

time

are no more heard, and those fingers that so
‘ably wielded the pen ‘in the defense of the

sal, axiomatic truth. “Sense and reason have

shall exist. = This universe is not to go out straight to eternal ruin, had repented of his

glory of God.

their wofk ‘is.done. Their warning voices

Day's Experience. .
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‘What a startling thing it is to get. a sense, thousand instead of one. ‘But there never
as we do sometimes, that every other man’s
be one-of them,—not one will ever
life is to him just what our own is to us! will
lift its marble walls from its foundation,
We look around on our companions, about while there is the. filth, the demoralization
- whom we know and think so little, and feel
of Five Points within half a mile.
that each one of these. has just such a world
It will come in due time, it is all before
of- cares, and pleasures, and various experi- us. The race hae never reached yet the
nces, as I myself live in. Under such a luxury, nor the refinement,nor the splendor,
ought the world seenfs suddenly to be- nor the
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sand if you would

find what is that part of it which is her own,

private and
peculiar, lo, that too is unselfish
!--Her highest joy, her dee st sorrow,
are in the joy and sorrow of er husband
and her children,
‘i
'
Through such saints God teaches over
and over again the lessons of which Christ's
life. was the perfect embodiment.
And it is
for us, following
far behind him, to patiently
.and diligently bring ourselves into his spirit.

It is the best possibility that life offers to
us, that we
he

should learn

hour by hour to

thoughtful
. for others, to be considerate-

ly and tenderly sensitive to the lives about

us. Every brief conversation, all our work
‘with others, all our interruptions ; the relations of mistress and sérvant, of employer
and clerk; of the family and the church and
ll the opportunity
+ the neighbarhood--agive
to put. the thought. for others. before the

and lately. for its unrivalled
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Ido not want his wealth;
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* 0w2

Thus

.

may you sow the
good seed broadcast,
where vou least look for it. Many things

sore with news of bloodshed and of death,
she retreated to that room and found a ref-

But when at last the news

fails to have family service at

came

least part of

among us, seldom sit at meat without grace,
as
it is here ‘called; It consiets of a few
she hastened home from the thronged streets wards,
such as, ‘“The Lord makeus thankto that ‘little room all +her.own,” to

4

il
:

aside the quéen, she frequently says
I dined the other day informally with

which others found in the hand-shakings
and
| tulations of their fellow-men, A One such
stian I have known—but not many—
very; ‘very, few !—‘¢ Laicus,” in Christian
Union.
;
.
:

Lord Mayor
of London.

‘grace.
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are the insignia of his office, and approached the dinner table, around which stood several gentlemen. . In # simple and - unaffect-

ed manner he said grace and asked
guests to be seated.
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these bonds to investors, as, in every res,
an un- A small g
issue only remains unsold, and when
the enterprise is com-

BOOK AND JOB TYPE, |

precious

rectly to us from the Lord Jesus, and you
and his Latin book when every difficul
has been solved, and there is triumph in
his have laida good foundation on which.to
glad face. |
s build in future a substantial Cliristian chary
“There is a lady in Wheathedge—I' will acter. Teach one truth at a time, and make
not
give her mame-~—~who had, and I trust it as impressive as you can. : Ask questions

pl

the life'of her children?

I am glad to

been

. And its large varietiesof

the gold of the world.
~.
Strive to excite this faith in your schol
ars” hearts, Tell them various incidents
‘illustrating God's answer to prayer in ways
that are easy to be understood.
Teach them

have my boy bring me his troublesome gum,
or his hard Latin sentence for my help.
But I like, too, to have him briag me his
slate when every sum has

HARD AND TOUGH METAL, .

fixed «truth is wo:

drop of faith in God, in his word, in his
faithfulness to his Jrotises; outweighs all

hopes, their realized joys, their health,

strength, and happiness.

well

are only suffered to run over. One

I want them. none the less
and crossways.
to bring me their glad anticipations, their

and

One

more than a volume of instructions which

unless the skeins of their lives. were tangled

Have you seen a good doctor, receiving no
heart was there ever heard a
nized
~ one patient after another in rapid succes- complai
nt. What lifted that common hu“sioff; and, a8 éach in turn comes in, listen- man
inte such a level? Because all
ing to his symptoms, examining his case Christendom bent in presence of that nursclosest attention,—oblivious of the one
over his crib, Becausehe felt
i
« ‘who ‘came before; the one who will come
no substitute that came down, paid
Sk
next, and all other things in the world? todo an agent's workto give him charity.
What thatedoctor does for men's
bodies, we Because he felt that laidon the same altar
Suzi all the while to do for their hearts. where
he laid his life was all the wealth,
sight known to man is halfso beauti- and all the heart
of the broad North that
ful as one who lives such a life of sympa- he. left behind him; that every womthy and self-forgetfulnéss? Thank God that an's nature was Yorking every ‘heart
we know such! Who has not seen some was feeling, and every foot was swift
mother, in the midst of a great household, to come to his bedside.” You left a virtue,
every hour taking upon herself some part a self-control, an enthusiasm, a self-dewho

limited.

established

THE BOSTON TYPE FOUNDA,

much you

ers of retaining that which is good are ver

be borne, of their burdens. ‘Rut I confess 1
should grow weary if ‘they never came to
me except with tears in .their eyes; never

bright

However

might, pow in after that would be utterly
w
"\ This is something like a childs
mind, Its capacity is small, and its pow-

to them; none more ready to bear, what can

others. ‘The perfect example is that of him I want him. Ido fiot want his “contribuwho ‘‘came not to be ministered unto, but’ tions;
Your milI want his countenance.
to minister.”. The all-including virtue is lions are not enough; I want you actually
the charity which, ‘‘seeketh not her own.”
at the. legislative lobby; I want you to. go
We are bidden to *‘rejoice with them that ‘| down wi
me info that suffering street.
do rejoiee, and weep
with them that weep.”
But you say it can’t be: It can. ‘In the
This spirit, inal Nis the essence of Chis:
time you did jt. Every woman of you
tianity, can only
grow'as we learn to ‘‘look war
the hospitals, or staid
either went dowabinto
upon” the things of others; to have our eyes behind and held up the hands of those who
_ open to what is happening to them, our did. What made the soldier so uncomplainears ready to catch the tones of their voices;
ing, who was clutched from this very class,
-in ‘a wold, to be sympathetic. © Sympathy that you can do nothing with in the city?
means feeling with others; not feeling for You can not hold ‘him back from the State
them
; .not looking out on their pleasureor prison; you can not hold him back from
pain. as something foreign and distant (rom the grog-shops; you can not keep him back
ourselves ; h
coming side by side with from vice.
The testimony is, from the li
a certain measure to make’ of no wounded man was there ever h
them, 80 -as’
their feelings ours,
a a cursein
of & woman; from
the presence

of

the costly perfume,

children come to me

with all theif troubles
and perplexities. I
want them to feel that no friend is dearer

of them saw the poor

ehThe
dovk through the hart of the most

J

:

:

roses, so small
for containing -aitarofa single
|‘| tles
that they could hold but
drop of

to God.
Carr ying our Joys
——
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his characters on

with a simple sword-helt plaited from

unseen’

dangers.

He

has him

our watclifalness.

victory

<n every

conflict,

Positions

but with a sharp

RON
trust

i R5, 187. a

relish

and in’ my

a. few months ago in the lowest condition of
ignorance and servitude, have been suddenly clothed w fith the full privileges and pre-

until he

rogatives

of American citizens? However
overcomes each ‘obgtacle and is crowned
we may rejoice that the marvelous deed
king far in the bio City. ,
It gives one a kind of discontented feeling has been accomplished, we are none the less
Yo read thie account. Isn't life as fierce a bat- beund to consider well and provide for the
necessary and probable consequences of it.
tle for us as was the young <knight's unIs it a small matter that double this number,
real quest to him? Do we not meet as
‘sg recently committed to a deadly assault
many foes in each day's actual experience,
upon the national unity and v itality.have been
as ‘he possibly could in his fancied wanders
ings ? . If he could be protegted by a charm as suddenly restored to the possession of full
from evils that were ‘only ‘imaginary, why powers so justly forfeited? We may “call
this ‘ignoring of treason magnanimity ”
can not we be as favored, -sincg pours are
and
suppose that
e still rankling in hareal ?
Eo

re

a _ een

mip

+

cr

——

ree

a

honor

is sacrificed 0

win suo-

Wilson's

Bren when io desired position is séeur-

ed, the danger
is not passed; but is often
‘intensified. . A manin‘ public’ life does not
feel free to act himself; to do dxactly

what

his unbiased judgment and conscience would

ly to selfish
always weak

and ambitions men. ' Not
men, but often the strong

ocrushingly.

May the grace of

“hoping against’ hope,” of attemp HOg | ter appreciate the country's present needs.
seeming impossibilities, be theirs M0 the

party has ‘accomplished ‘its ‘work for the
county,and should now be displaced” by one

Living on Mt.
ic. Washington.

Where people will not 3yet live we do not with a different platform.

wild men:who dwell in. caves and dark sub-

terranean passages. . There is now and then

are

five

of ‘them,

all

must take into account their influence on us,

We apprehend that none but cowards indulge in'such longings. The earnest man
finds inspiration enough in dutyto relieve

as well as our mfluence on them.

‘Shall we

raise them, or they depress us ?

* Thereis also our greed for territorial ex-

feels ‘sufficient enthusiasm

awakened by action to keep him from senfi-"
mentalism. With a holy purpose in his
heart he is invincible, and wielding truth as
his only weapon he is victorious. This last

pansion. - Firstwe obtained the vast territory of Louisiana, then Florida, then a large

“slice of Mexico, then Russian America; and
now are meditating the absorption

of the

‘West Indies and Canada. - We will not here

few chosen

men,

are

who

held

to a strict

responsibility to the communities which
furni
the sh
means, and for which, and in
whose behalf, the few chosen ones act.
Some of these interests have at Smee
to the last
been reduced
Friends have either deserted them or be
come discouraged, which practically is desertion ; debts and other sources of embar-

expression to their convictions; but canthoroughly believed in ? Tet us see what dor and self-possession can not be sacrificed
with impunity. The people will not long
iits spiritis.
“Our Saviour had been proclaiming the confide in" themi ‘who show so little confi£3 truth in: the vicinity of Jerusalem. The dence.in and charity for eath other. But
very sins which yielded the Jews the most aside froth personal rivalry and animosity.
gratification, he denounced -the most un- thus exposed among those the country hassparingly. He knew that they sought his delighted to honor, there are great princicourse as well as his cause was one that he

and legislative halls, but a

FOR COLLEGES.

day in the present month,
was doemed necessary for several reasons,
gated result.”
but chiefly because in most of onr colleges | the press fir
| Nor is this trae mply 0s a lofty ideal ;
the former date fell too near, the ose of it has been actualized in numberless cases,
the winter term. A previous rich experi- None know and appreciate the worth of
ence has led the Churchto look with great the religious Juper in these directions more
those who have had its weekly visits
hopefulness to ‘this concer
as t
the period of than
longest, —those well regulated Christian
revivals in colleges, there being more mu- families which, having
been molded by it
tual sympathy, effort, and interest awak. | | in their yonth, have secured it for gheir new
ened than can be the case when the students | home and brought up their own children
are scattered abroad.
Therefore it 1s now | [ surrourided by its influence, To such it has
placed as near the beginning of the | | come to be a sacred thing, —sacred. for its
| hallowed. associations and for its holy seryterm as possible, so that the interest awik- | ice. That eve
does not reach this’
ened by it may be fostered and encourag- || ideal and that a
ope ays does, is too pain- .
ed by the continued efforts of Christian || fully evident. The aggregate of influence,
members of colleges. We hope that in our | liowever, we believe to be such as we have
| indicated.
nin
own oplleges this day ‘may bé fittingly ob- |
:
8)
|
served, ' They are the centers from which
“THERE 1SNO HARM IN 11.” The N.Y.
flow one of our most hopeful influences ‘for |
the future. If a Christian character is estab- Tribune thus portrays the terrible evil of
- drinking, and the sin lying at Chris“lished there, its possessor becomes at once dram
Just such a power as Gur interests very | tians’ doors. But can it prove its ‘assertion
much neéd.
And not only iin college, but as to the future fate of the drunkard, that it
Yet its
through our" denomination let ev ery Chris- is only death and not damnation?
tian address the throne m behalfof those for ganeralwords are sharp, and too true:
whose welfare the day is set apart, beseechDown the street comes another
spirit of ors
day
ing that God may visit them by his Spirit fellow with the very
in his clear eye, and strong friendly voice.
and lead many to engage in his service.
A man of education and naturalpo
ol
whole-hearted, unselfish, with stro:
instincts; the boy, it is most
Be of
THE Sa DoMINGO COMMISSION. The fous
all her sons whom
mother’s eye
appointment of the San Domingo Commis- quickest to welcome—a man who
is
sioners has relieved the President of much to be a
or in the world for its cheer
and
a ph
ut he has
disease
of the suspicion that had attached to his h

motives in connéction with the annexation
movement, Whatever may have been his

wishes heretofore, the present indications
are that he now seeks only a full, fair and
| impartial investigation. He has given the
commissioners neither written nor oral instructions, the resolutions under which Con-

nected with shem. . But how mustitbe
with one, two or a half dozen, on whose
shoulders immediately rests the burden ?

ws

which

most Probably I erases Jaber.
craves stim

; and - stimulant is

ag

gress authorized the investigation being
their only rule of procedure. He has nei-

ther asked their opinions nor given them his
own, but is réported to have told them
frankly that he wishes thé simple facts in

coat
of ing
frost,—all these are trifles, and the case,~nothing more nor less. He las
are seldom telegraphed further than to Lit- at least made a very acceptable selection of Christian oie that 3. should continne
lorn cause, nearly ruined. The honor of a tleton.
:
But the other day one of the party gentlemen to compose the commission. B. to be kept open.
denomination-is involved, the dearest intersibility, to fill the breach, and

to save a for-

and that the Jewish ruler was only ples at stake, with regard to our national
waiting an opportunity to seize -and crucify” Are we to go o aghimiting, abrbing,' grasping individuals, communities ests of 1eligion are at stake, their own rephim ; yet he kept not back a word of truth
and
nations without limit, and clothing then utation as business men, as financiers;as
Just as he had performed some of his most
marvelous cures, they came to him and told at.once as it were with the highest prerog- executors, is allied to the enterprise, and

© Xife,

idential x

OF PRAYER

that there is a lioentious prose, an infidel
Jorn, a satahic press, smiting at the ve
ndations of the social fabric and of indiThe ‘change
| vidual weal; What we say holds _ good of

the direction of Portland, Me, 0.200 if. the

mile
a minute,
s orif the thermometer indicates a change of 80 degrees in half as many
hours, or if the océsh be visible to the
naked eye, or if they come in from their
Perhaps in the very ‘hour of peril, they observations
enveloped in an inch-thick
to assume this respon-’
have been pe

4 recent

prayer for colleges is changed from the
last Thursday in February to the last Thurs- |

ured several times a day, the mercurial variations of the thermometer are closely observed, barometric changes are carefully
noted, the relative humidity of the atmosphereis reported with precision, and the
telescopeis invariably turned each day in

terprises, and to those least intimately con-

OF THE Press.

| ds

power above and all around. In its last
It will he borne in mind that the concert of ‘united utterance it is more irresistable than
imperial: armies, Of course we understand

The velocity of the wind is usually meas-

evento the most distant friend of these en-

Mission

n reaching

reminds the Povo that be:
ministers for the good of the latter,"an
fill their’ obl;
and attain’ the end of
in wise and faithful service, ~
| ys
It is Siig
not a
power behind thy rones, and d pres-

ap

—~CONCERT

told,

is the only
he needs; it is the safest
.and the best,
by it ‘he conquers. In discuss the merits of the late unseemly con- rassment have hung over them like a deathDomingo question. Our pall; failure, ignominious and final, seemwhat but truth can a man believe unplicitly ? test, on the
;
public
men
aré
to-be
honored for giving full ed to await them. Now all thisis
and who ever failed of success when his

Very likely the

country will believe and decide in the one
ease aboutas Massachusetts has believed
/
and decided in the other.

know. We read of Laplanders who inhabit holes in the ground, and "of hermits and

There

|’ Tae

State, and

In the old Roman. times there was no
or
ake PoSint than that of the
ie
Tey
une of
Foriny the

They are of the “same ‘class, ‘dotibtless,
with those who assert”that the ‘Republican

endi—J. F.

ment.

A

Summer have done their work tn Co ngross | pumb
of the’ er
Watchman & Reflector has
and should now give place to those who bet- a timely article on this subject. It says :

who takes a fancy to a ruined
and self-reliant have gone down at last ia au individual
this maelstrom that has already gwallowed castle, and spends his days and. nights there
bap So many fair Toputations, and promising in company with the Zhosts and goblins that
infest it. ‘We also read of a man who conhopes.
That fatal fourth of March witnessed the structed him a nest in the airy top of a tree,
sad and lamentable surrender ‘of manliness and likewise that thére was once an old
and true public honor .on the part of the .Jady who lived in ‘a shoe. But the only
greatest Statesman of America, to. the loye authentic instance of human beings passing
of power, to an ambition for the highest the winter on the frozen summit of Mt.
governmental position. Had those lips, Washington is now in process of dey elop-.

whigh had so often uttered the grateful
words of liberty, at that signal hour, sung

*

re-election can now: be ment, miore effées

faction
in Mass, who affirm that Wilson: and

few hearts and hands the burden’ presses

heavily,

re

and passion be su dued vy gentle treaty than-bhy hardening’
| set aside, for he is returned to Congress by one and arousing the other by discipline
a handsome majority. Indeed, his re-elec- that. we should at least hesitate to apply to
tion has long been considered a matter of a brute? Are schoolmasters who carry
yecourseby thoseat all acquainted with the “volvers to use in momentsof danger that fy
public opinion of his_native. state, The their own‘pass
has provoked
ion , the proper
country can not afford to dispense. with the onbs to have control Toot prem
i
services
of ‘one
of the few #tatesmen that tion? ' The su
of

and their experiences are quite
novel.
Their house, whichis of wood and stone,
out again the clarion notes of freedom, | ;
is completely lined with felt, between which
louder and intenser as the occadion requirand the walls is a thick packing of hay and
ed, the.-name. of Webster, comparatively
straw, and such other materials as will,
unsullied, would have gone down the ages,
serve to keep out the cold. Fr the" center
adding glory and renown to the Republic.
of the. room is a huge coal stove which, alBut, alas, the trial was too severe even for
though it is kept continually red, fails to
tred of sel
ol are to be trans- kim. With an eye to the coming elec- prevent frost from
In other words, wky ean not we live in
gathering to the hickformed #fito loyal subjectsby a general am- tion, and the chances of a presidential nom- ness of
castles built in the air, rather than in woodseveral inches on the walls.
In aden houses set upon the ground? Why -nesty. But here is. occasion for deep. solici- ination, he staked all that is worthy a states- dition to this, the house is
securely
tude.
“man and a man, and lost.
Were not our physical organisms ethereal
’| chained to the top of the mountain, that as
But this is not exactly the turn we in- long
While these problems exist in ofr inter]
essences instead, so that blows would leave
as the top remains it is believ ed that
® no scars, and labor produce no weariness ? nal condition, the tide. of emigration from tended to give ‘the thought deduced from the house can not blow away.
the oldAforld is pouring in upon us with ev- our caption. There are other spheres: of reWhy must we continually grapple with disThe objectin living here is purely sciener increasing flow ; bringing Catholicism, sponsibility. more or less public; that are atease, and be so often wrestled down by it,
tific. The desire to see their names in the
skepticism, paganism and numberless vic- tended with trials and" discomforts of a difinstead of being supplied with a universal
papers, or'to be considered as having ae| es in its train. - We may and should re- ferent kind from the above, with which the
"panacea, by just presenting which, each
joice in the opportunity thus presented of generality of men are not very familiar. “In complished anything marvelous in the line
malady would flee away? JIfwe" each had
dispensing the gospel at our very doors to the religious world there are enterprises, of adventure, is believedto have no influa philosopher's stone, to carry in our vest
ence with those who make up the party.
these so much in need of its help; but we which of necessi‘y must be conducted by a
‘., pocket !

it of tedium, and

——————l

and | tertained of the sucess of the Gppodition't to

sleeps
& long sleap, u free and independent | Mr.
man! That's & blessedness unknown -to

dictate. - ~ At least fhen tre temptations
to take counsel rather of varying pyblic
opinion, and of the chances of continuance
in: power, always dangerous,
especial

|

Is it a small matter that four millions, but

a maiden’s hair, ‘which is to bea charm
* - against all evil. Ina sort” of magic way it
is to shield his person’ from all harm and
insure

Public

cess.

generally would be but to, increase the
peril, since our ‘safety depends’ greatly on

an expedition beset with numerous difficuland

U ARY

each day in

very superficial observer, who does not, discover at present, ground for earnest solicitude, Tt is easy to treat one and another of
these subjects as being of little importance
or significance ; but to regard them as such

"The Best Charm.

girt

JAN

Places of public
ana ‘responsibility
are much coveted in, our country at the some of us !
accordance with ifs promptings, we are present time. Private Stations and private
We speak’ these things the more frocly,
safe. Whatever threatens or ‘assails, that is life, no matter how respectable or of how because just now they have no particular or
the charm in ‘Which Hwe trisywe can do much promised usefulness, rif méet and stent application to -oursélves. After an:
all things.
‘much less satisfy the demands
rience of thirty years, we find our:
insa/tiate ambition. "The goaligset. ls paid be ves an ex-manager of financial interests,
position of public ‘ “responsibility, A
though not an indifferent observer. of the
“The Futureof our Country.
acting

disaster and desolation on the other,—we

vance, viz,, 87.50,

ties

me—

re

|

. 6LISH ‘CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW TESTA- could hardly be true to. our convictions as
MENT " as a premium for new subscribers. Christian patriots did we not,as occasion reWe will send the book, postpaid, to any quires,
take a careful survey
of our
A
|
“person who will forwardHs three new sub- affairs, and seek to derive there-from 1
. seribers to the Star, with poyment in| ad- of practical wisdom: And he must be

Tennyson sends one of

STAR,

———

one hand, or to give place to forebodingsof timent of

" Particular I
is oallod to the recent offer of the *“CRITICAL GREEK AND EN-

w=

IN G

in’
and power. Hence the strugglp for politi- struggle carried on by others. The schools administer her affdirs, ind Massachusetts is in schools is being agitated
too
proud
of
the
honor
she
has
already
won
Tons
fat
fie
shea
nay
wis
Without indulging & val
vain curiosity about cal office, that.too otten degenerates mtn a in Vermont; New Hampshire snd’ Maisie osat Washington to diminish it by withhold 8 proper dogision.
| what is before us,—either to form glowing ‘shameless scramble’ for place in which pecially, are loudly calling for a
PITTS
ing
her best man.” There is, sad to say,a
| pictures
of strength and exaltation on the every principle of morality, and ‘every sens and heroistn unequaled
in the past. On. a

Special. Notice,
.T1T93
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| ngl
ning “God's
even truth
whife alone
we can
thinkkeep
wo are
stind- |
us. With
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atives of our citizens; or are there to Re must: go up or down with it.
limits ‘and restrictions timely and judiciousThe trials of this class of men in our own
ly applied? Such political. questions must denomination have never been told, ‘would
be settled, the sooner the better.
:
| never be appreciated if told. »OQur own poGod has evidently great things in store sition in times past has led us somewhat inJohn the Baptist came in from the des- forus as a people. His providential care to the secret of them.. And if ever weé met
.ert, and soon becamean inmate
of Herod's for us is manifest in all our history, in objects of charitable consideration, men de~court.
He saw its voluptuousnegs, he our planting, preservation through the col- serving a liberal interprétation of Sond,
knew its sins. “He began to denounce them ; | onial period, in the revolution, and forma- we have found them in this class.
Herod
threatened him.
a3pey: ~ ¢aution- tion’ of the national government, and espeAn institution or-énterprise is imperiled,
od hint; he denounced still. He became cially in the suppression of the monster re- the public interested may be called together
aware of Herod's most sinful as well as bellion’and the overthrow of slavery. We to devise
means of relief. The prospectis
glory in our vast natural resources, in our
dearest indulgence. This was a peor man
dark, impenetrable, hopeless!
Nobody
‘him that Herod would kill him if he kept on
his course. “* Go tell that fox,Behold I cast
out¥evils, and I do cures to-day and tomorrow, and the third day I shall be perfected.” That is its spirit.

came in highly excited. He had virtually. F. Wade, whoisat its head, has long ago
add
a paragraph
ed , as well as a diagram, established his integrity among all who have
to the text books. He had discovered a been at a]l familiar with his career ; Dr. Howe
snow-flake whose shape presented no resem- is a well known philanthrophist, besides beblance to any other snow-flake then on: the ing a life-long friend of Mr. Sumner; and
top of the mountain, or in the valleys below. Presiden £ "White, of Cornell Univ ersity, is so
This’ was marvelous. - The ~philosophers removed from political circles, and a man
wexge jubilant, and immediately telegraphed of such spotless reputation, that his opinion
will be received unhesitatingly wherever he
the discovery to Boston and New York.
And so the interests of science are being isknown. In addition to this, each memadvanced. The United States has contrib- bér of the commission is wholly uncommit-.
uted quite largely towards defraying - the ted,
and with their departur
the whole
e
expenses of the enterprise, and of course question promises to be taken out. of the
will share in its beneficial results. = Private present domain of political discussion.
benevolence has also given of its store, and
in turn will receive a reportof the winter's

UNITED Trav, The following is an extract from J. G. Whittier's letter declining
to be present at the, reunion of the friends
of Italian unity, in New York:

The withdrawal of the temporal
power of
the Pope will prove a blessing to the Catholic church as well as to the world. Many
of its most

learned and devout

priests and

laymen have long seen the
-of such
a change, which takes from it s fepronch
and scandal that could no2 longer be
ed or tolerated. A cen
ence St wil

Lhave as few spolo

Apthe Inquisition or

| the Massacreof St. Bartholomew. In this
hour of
let us not
those whose
and self-sacrificein

;

the inscrutable
- of Providence
preCrAriTY. Boston is pared
experience, which to lovers of science will as
the way for the triumph
which we
* with & truth to speak, ‘in the presence of a constitution snd laws, in the general loyal- seems to have wisdomto point
ir
to a certain bea docunient highly prized. Numerous again exercisedon the subject of --giving celebrate. En
Hots
i
, the
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new subscrib-

do

: Bro, Poy ribpastor

A

E

Miscellaneous.
The _Ragister for 1871 Mids
out of press and ready fo
Celivéry. In accordance with the vote of Genera
aonference, it has been enla
to a 13mo. In size
dnd besides the matter heretofore furnished, it contains
a large amountof rp
the
various: deaominations of Chrlatiana Lin, America,
Iissiogury Operations, Education
thus en!
‘snd CH
it has been de7)
to sei) it on
same terms as
fore, viz: ' Vio is
4 dr bor?
single copy, 10 cte.; one dozén copies, 9 cts; one |
hundred-copies, $7. Joe. Poetage en a
y, 2
When ain,
cts. ; on a dozen ! copier, 24 ots.he
; 3 Une hundred on
cop

Lassus, Mo.—The church at Mine

La Motte

men or women of means volunteer to.
this worthy
- ceuse, just now, if not by
gift, by loan of the necessary amount,
take ample security on the property of

the only

Seminary,

Revivals, &e.

save and perpetuate
this institutionto the

tq

the

& CO., Propri

Mailed for 60 cents.

FREEWILL
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cause of education, and in the interest of a
"pure Christian civilization. Will not

‘ing

Seminary

Ie 38 hie 24

. Rev. A. B, Taylor, Hillsdale, Mich,
“IL A. Fields, Small Point, Me.
*
@, P. Blanchard, Hudson, Mich.

A

-C. O. Lia.

* feel moved to Hft this" burden, and thus

be

0 B Buffum
—- H Chatterton—&W Cowell—Margie E Chat-

May we all feel its influence.

Oh
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hereafter as the Waterbury River Free Baptist
church,
:
:
D, H. Apams, Clerk of the Counedl.

of this sister is pralsworthy,

that some of God's faithful stewards may

it proper

Searoiary,

corporators of the Green Mo

A Worthy Eming

thus rendering the building inviting to stu-

told, came Brim

from

Boston, by E. A HARRISON

It will prevent the Hair from falling out.

D.H

Orgenised.

required
it, met and ' after due deliberation or

in thanksgiving for these united reasons for
comfort and satisfaction.
=
RS

Rev.

Me.

ganized a church of 24 members, to be known as
the Waterbury Center Free Baptist church, The
old church bearing this name, béing two miles

"uv Christian
the
Jools

.the o

are

dl

TO

Catalogue of New Sunday School Book ib pub:
lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment. These Books are now Tomy
sale and delivery.
:
i
oy pul

All who usé it are unanimous in awarding it the
praise of being the best-Hair Dressing extant.
Our Treatise on the Hair sent free by mail.
The Revival Convention with the church at stra
ford. Ridge will commence Tuesday, Jan. 81
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY
o’clock, P. M., in charge of Reve a
ark, Ww.
3
]
I
'R.P. HALL & Co...Nashua N. H. Proprietors.
Rogers and J. F. Joy:
ST
fo Com.
pos
: For sile by all druggists.
2teow

being attended to.

OF YEURCHES
AND

Superintendents of:
o
S.8S.

disease or natural decay.

ge
Bg sb
3 conThe Council appointed at the last session of bso: Beg
the Huntington Q. M.,to visit Waterbury CenH. W. JUDSON Soo,
ter and organize a church, if they saw that the
Hunéington,
Vt., Jan. 13, 1671.
?
interests of the Seminary snd the denomination

or sixteen hundred dollars. This embarrassrward her offering amounting
ment is restingon persons who have already toio
. How many thousand
mand Gollary |
sacrificed what they felt able to do for the mughtbe raised, and how many
mo]
to Christ | A
ol
cause, From five hundred to one thousand
cxtensivaly
among
iio
us.
dollars more, are really needed to put the
building in anything like comfortable connias together is such as
dition, throughout.
who must go to save the heathen, or, if this
<™ The self-sacrificing Pres. aid his good BR
ust raise money that others
may
darkness wh
lady believe they can go on very well with 0, and. drive back the

Thence, Bro. P deemed

and

:

DYSPEPSIA,

Notice,

rade

When to these spiritual

¥

Restore Gray Hair to its Original Color,

4

Notices and Appointments.

,

blessings we add the encouraging fact that
the suecess of Rev. ‘Mr. Sinclair in _ pre-

TO PASTORS
~

mh

The ie-

+

DANVILLE. The churchis in good j union andy
doing some work in the Master’s cause, Missions

Church

THE

etors, vind] bo all Droggiete.

Disor.

Try it, only 25,cents.

BRACKETT,

of Christ. . ‘Phere are many who are stirred,

en

- «dents by its neatness and convenience,

Throat

Nortice,

N. Y., writes as follows fo the F. M. office:
nomination, it is,in an-important sense,
“By request of Mrs, S. A. D., I enclose five
representative of that spirit. of intelligence
dollars for Foreign Missions.
Sister D.,
and progress which the Freewill Baptists) though deprived of many comforts, has not
.gverywhere, now cherish.
forgotten the perishing heathen. Years ago,
before God, to do someBut the property .of this corporation is she pledged herself
still encumbered with a debt of some fifteen thing for this cause, She commenced with

strength

aid

GLU-ENE! the best thing yet to mend with.
dies are delighted with it.

ber have manifested desires for pit, and some
have found'it. Prospects are good,

that all may come
to our help in the service

Also to uf, as a de-

there,and!
' 1y of Bro.R.H. Clarke.

He

are supported; while their interests’ at home

Colds

HAVE

Address,

L. R.BURLINGAME,
. .
No. 89 Washington S§.,
Dover, NoH. . ~

2.40-and

A.

their efficacy by a test of many years. The Trochel~|
are highly recomymended and prescribed by physicians. Those exposed to sudden changes should always be supplied with ‘The Troches as they give | °
prompt relief.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the |
Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure to
obtain the true *“ Brown’s Bronchial Troches.” Sold
has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation
everywhere.
for the Hair ever offered to the public to
’

FREMONT, N. H. Rev. D. L. Etgerly, of New
Durham, is preaching a part of the Sabbaths in
this town.
A very deep interest existsin all the
meetings, which are fully attended * quite a num-

those middle-aged and sged citizens who
are indifferent, unbelieving or back-slidden,
| *™®

interest ‘in the ‘free schools of this part,
of ‘the country, by the supply of efficient

request. © The fruits
of that!

truth.

Coughs,

ders, use “ Brown's Bronchiai Troches, having proved |

8

has already conferred, may be mentioned
the creation of new and constantly increasing

Fairview, three miles from ho

for the

Temple,

For

CANDIA. Rev. A. Caverno has aiveh notice
that he will close his pastorate in the spring.

senting the pecuniary wants of the Instituorigin of the institution, and the obstacles
tion warrants
the belief that greater
out of
to its progress, so naturally
means of usefulness will be granted to it in
its surroundings, we may well propounce
it a success,thus far. Among the benefits it future, our friends else-where will join us

oy)

eager

Sold by Huggiste,

The church is young, but now numbers over 90.
Harper's Ferry, Jan. 17.
?
The afternoon was passed with the North Benn with
HUNTINGTON Q. M. will hold it nests
sown and waited for in hope; and we ask net St. church, and was very enjoyable.
the Waterbury
River church, Jeb, oko
at Seloeky
CHARLESTOWN,
.
Mass.
In
the
.
evening
we
all who know New Hampton to remember |
daily in earnest prayer during the coming were with this church. It was a prayer meeting
The new house of worshipin Humubingtan, Do
| with the house nearly full, and it was quite interwill be -d&licated
Thursday, Jan.
Soret:
weeks, by their several names as they may esting. Rev. O. T. Moulton has signified his in- village,
A. M.
ces
commenceat 10 o’clock,
*
i
PER ORDER.
happen to know them, and also in general, tention of leaving in the spring.
F.

terested in the prosperity of this enterprise.
Taking into consideration the so recent

corporation ps

and

mail on receipt of sixty cents.

.

Heudache, Dizziness, Costiveness, Piles, Oppression
after eating, Sour ain g, or ang Indigestion or BilTiousness; it vou do not tha. k us- after using DR.
HARRISON'S P¥RISTALTIC LOZENG™S, we will
forf+it the price of the box. Also, warranted to cure
evety kind of PLks. For sale at No. 1, Tremont

sole proprietor of Dr. S8age’s Catarrh Remedy—a per

We believe this is but the beginning of
the harvest whose seed
Was been so long

one hundred fromm Wheeling, AtF., less
than a mile from the depot, the West Va,
College is located, and is presided over by
" Rev. Wm. Colegrove. His ability asa govérnor, scholar and instructor is questioned by
none. The
swith which every
department of instruction is conducted is a
matter of commendation by those who are in-

the school,if the above want

IF YOU

Buffalo, N. Y., is the

SouTH BOSTON, Mass. It was our privilege
will
wi be 3 Meetings of ihe President and. Ve,
to serve to worship with this church -one Sabbath fore- Tiersof Storer
Co
rper’s Fe
+ Va.
™
’
noon of late. The spirit of revival was manifest. Wednesday, Feb. Tote 5,Br X
Christ and a hope of pardon through him.

Flemington is about two hundred miles
from Harper's Ferry, by rail, westward, and

. teachersit sends forth.

street,

several expressed a fixed resolve

"

. Flemington College, &o.
,

or a_ positive

R.V. Pierce, 133 Seneca

of

no less earnest and sincere interest in spirit-

cordial,

Dec, 1, 1870,

For Lawrence and Boston at 5.50, 8, 10.55A. M., 5.05
Fah , and on Monday, Wedpesddy and Friday, at
PM.
Leave Boston for Dover at #30 A.M. 12M, 3,5P.M.,
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday atbr. Mm.

and end in the gravé. No disease is 80 common,
more deceptive or less unglerstood by physicians. Dr.

George’

tor at Stark, Rev.
C. (Cote, has been Mid
aside by ill health for ‘some time, yet.he has
kept up the monthly meetings of the church, and
preached when he was able to do so. On a recett preaching tour, Bro. W. visited several
towns in the vicinity of Stark,where he found the

We wait

: majority do nothing.

Rev.

(beginning Jan.30,) -and never..has its-internal order and harmonious spirit, and the
¢ordial co-operation of teachers and pupils
given as good prospect of present and
permanent usefulness, as now.
A very quiet, almost silent, but we think

people

| WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

the country.

For Wolfboro and Centre ‘Harbor, 10.10
1
A. M., 2.40, P

half the above symptoms, terminate in gonsumption

Christians theres as they always are when
the heartis in the work.
regular pas-

ual things has been gaining in strength
among
the students during the fall and.
a material or ngn-material response, jist as
you may decide. As long as the present winter ; but still ‘more among the resideus
management retains its place, we mean that inhabitants of the village. Rev. Mr. Duour brethren in the foreign field shall be rant preached twice in Chapel Hall, Friday,
sustained, and not be allowed to suffer for, Jan. 13th, and at the close of the evening
their support. When this can not be done service nearly forty requested prayers.
we had better retire from the field altogeth- His sermons,addressed rather to the reason 1
er. It is dwe to some of our ministers and than the feelings, pressed directly on the
churches, to say that they do nobly for point of an immediate avowal of loyality
and figures speak for themselves.

from

Orders are solicited from, — pasts of

MATLROAD.

8.12 P.M
For Great Falls, 1010A. M., 21). 58, 7.402. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 5.40, 5 4D, 6.45 P. M.

yon 1f you have a discharge ‘from the.nose, offen-

Wheeler, of Stark,N. H., in which he speaks

the prospect of & full school for next term,

for, all we shall

a note

golors,
good styleat. ar notice
| and upon a
terms. Jr
can be done in

BP. M., and on Monday, Wednesday: and Peiday at

his labors among the scattered people: morth of fect specific for Catarrh, “ Cold in‘ the Head,” or Cathe White Mountains. He finds warm-hearted tarral Headache, which he sends to any address by

proved ; this is especially the case in cheerfu
conformity to strict discipline. We have

do to sustain -it ?
We have put these questions so plain that
any one can understand them. These facts

We have yoceived

including,the

BOSTON. ANDY WAIVE
|

eonbeg
in the. rm ities

‘| kinds of Job-printi
printing of cuts
Ha

Special Nefices.
N

sive or otherwise, partial loss of the sense of smell,
Rev. D. M. Graham has accepted u call to the taste or hearing, eyes watering or weak, feel dull and
pastorate of the Weir 8t, Freewill Baptist church, stupid or debilitated, pain or pressure in the head,
Taunton, Mass; and proposes to enter upon ' his take cold easily, you may he sure you have the ca~'
tarrh.
Thousands, annually, without manifesting

ability, and general good conduct, the
standing of the students has decidedly im-

and furnish the funds, or shall we *‘shut up

nation for allwe care,

'68—'69,

ammgactacs

a

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10

Ministers and Churches.

oh or

type made

| of the country
It is beliaved;: therefore, that aal

in this article has been ‘to plaice what we believeto
be a subject of great importance’ in: its true light;
nothing more, nor less. The Sen Moss Farine is
manufactured by a Company whose
nteal d
is
8t 53 Park Place, N.Y. we ¥
# Ly
ogee

balance must be provided for,or the mission- pended. Our number of scholars, from this
‘aries must.do without a part of what is due impression and other causes, has fallen a little
| below the corresponding: terms for the Ac- labors the first Sabbath in February next,
them.
Now what shall be dome? Will the ademical year, 1869—'70, but not to. the’

“churches respond to our ‘January circular

The Job ‘type'is entirely ‘How, and
nd, Miss has been
von dolecial,
od with gresti Gute from

| of the best. pr

: mas

as

id i Lg

in New York, Boston, ‘and Pihaelhe
The Pressman has nian {apart
ence of twelve's

oy and without; price, Hence it will be cheap as long
as the sea and the rocks last—which
be long
enough for all practical 7 ipods. ,Ourmain object:

number that have ‘been skeptical, The work

on willbe glad to know | has been gradual and
of its con
prosperity. As was onr family altars have been
ge, those of us more immedi-, for sound conversions.
ately and locally interested have set our
:

)
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, Deo;

found in inexhaustible quantities on
1nd, and may ay
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telligent community ; yet among these are a

and Biblical
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‘and .is, of course,

of doing ‘most exopllent work.
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agers Feri W. Va., Jan. 16th 1871.

4 ‘are to be ‘met at
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Farid

tig

Forr Dobe,owen. of ‘the
interesting
revivals thet I ever hod

quaintance with Rev. Bro. Cather of our il

every now effort fs to" take’ précedetice ‘of nomination while there.
eto
iy J
ablished Miséion hor
our long=
es, and the's

yet.”Douay

has Just been
b
put into operationin

sndid

ved

me

hi

." Such promwo is worthy i
meéndation.
Ho pe
add rh are stillabd
to
forced
been
have
n,
we
ectio
fon. Men nd’ rheans would, ita coriparafuture ‘prot
rareEEE
Wari,
tively brief period, plant ghurches
of our or Bard to win souls to Ohiist and God ‘gt
commetioe'sitits in several cages. |. i
success.
,
T
have
bap
sed
forty-five
perl
‘and
Tues
ring.
REE
these’
der,in scores of places among these beautiful
Taking Tito 8eoountall
figures, the question, What SHAII be done? hills And aloig these rich valleys. - May the since May last; 50730 ‘see Jesus is with us

"To 'sechre otit
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100,
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New

Question. Book.

wriiioBY an
MARY LATHAM CLARK,

will Baptist Printing Establishment, for the

use of Sunday School scholdrs; was enlarged
and much improved about the firstof April,
1869. It 'is printed on paper of a very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All gommunications intended for. pablica~
tion should be addressed Ld “THE MYRTLE,
Dover, N. H.
th

All orders and sities for the.

should.be sent to!Li alt, a
ver, N. H.
- TERMS. wt hg copy, 30- cents: a year

Ten copies or

more

: ropuv
‘cents edch

sent to one
, 20
ein all EOI

POSTAGE —
a singlé vopy
of the Myrtle, under tio le vol is 24 cents
a year; and no, more. ny 9.
number between one and
10;

Ii now complete and ready: for customone address, than
ers. Ttisadapted to classes that have pug
payable
Du
FX office of" sity

he volume begins withi the first
number
just completed “Tie Story of Jesus.”
:
a ril. |. Orders
are solicijed i Eg
This book recéived the prize offered
0 perce gs a allowed on. money sont
for the
not long since by the Printing Estab|! us Sample
copesiy font Broo on Tint ;
lishment, and is. recommended to. pas- odtion. :

tors, superintendents "and teachers as

being in’ every wiy worthy "of" their
Nony
patronage. Orders, ‘may be sent at, any ‘ofhe
the General Conf rence
time and they will be filled dminediate-. on Application, for
ly. Price 15 cents ; "Postage (extra)
4 cents.
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_“‘The Foreign Mission” Circular ont ont
Saturday evening, "Dec. .818t. "The next
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for relatives or others to bring inl Targ bills
and sweep. away. |the ‘residue,JebvEgg us
nothing.” Our
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fashion
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iy niet
Fly
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the pie bit and limein ER
| 1
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oa Sat —Rov. G. ?. Libdehbian of
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t
withhold There al several ihéutand
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an ‘and Somewhat trying
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lars which should néW be in‘ our i
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otinpios.
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“THE. MORN :
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ity.

pa's little Dill.

find T suppose she ‘was: ‘Grandma
made her
did not know. much about tucks, and ruffles,

or

hof t

i Suk

©

X tee

Thy os blared”

m would you Bay?
iniy Vntia ones loser,

Al Tsatin the twilight
dim,

p

And wondered,
i¢ He were to ask me,
"What T should answer Him.

:

Mand is gentle and loying,
With willing bands and feet;
With curious thoughts, and questions wise,
With Womanly ways and sweet,
.
And roguish;’ hazel-eyed Minuie,

*

“‘Thie willful baby yet,

over the head of golden brown

Three summer suns have set. ,
One so serious and thoughtful, -

25,

1871.

-

)

Dick, God save my dear Dick, 'all the time
An Harlyy Impression.
| wb was a goin’ arter ‘em ; and I know'd He'd
do it somehow. An’is there is such things| "A gentleman mia little boy upon his.
as pertickylar providences, why,I jest guess knee, and agked him what he was going to
this is one of rem, 1 do. 3, 5 Workman. do for
a living? He replied,
he did notknow.
Wal"
the gentleman, ‘‘ yon must.

came hopping along, slastiing through the
| puddles, and making’ his way to Edwin's
The following is the copy of ‘a paper,in side. Arthur was a bad ‘boy, He pared
the hand-writing of a Christian mother, | nothing. for diplomas; but he really liked
which wad found in her copy of the Articles to get a boy into trouble.
“How many shares | have you now +4
of Faith and Covenant of her church, after
asked
he of Edwin.
her decease, ‘This lady had been in the
“Fifty-six,” was “the answer, “Ihave
habit of frequently reading over these Articles and the Covenant, and the religious ed- taken the highest merit every day but two;
uchtiof of Her
n being identified with then I' whispered, But for that I should

A Mother’ 8 Questions.

“It Stings.

& good man, and theh you, must.

The other like April sunshine,
Ready with«emiles or tears.
~

In the suddenly quiet room,
._
‘While the shadows deépen and darken
‘Into the evening gloom,
-

And childish voices petition,
:
As they fold their hands in prayer,

the lilac to the ground. shrieking," It stings!

Lord made it so; but right over her forehead |
En
Shem my. children “+ and I will tell you.” And he whispered a |
two little Jocks were braided tightly and tied |
Edwin’ ear,
forusefulness and heaven is probably the few wordsin
with. bits of blue ribbon, to keep them outof
_.* Oh, that is ch
g Mexélaimed Edw,
¢hie
duty
that
God
requires
of
me?
her eyes,
and make. her little peachy face
back. “Iw ald n't do” anything
ve
I
realized
that
if
I
can
not
eradicate
|
look neat and tidy. Her dresses
were rather
like that! I would 21650 wicked I"
:
long, as
thought was modest, and an evil habit, probably noone else can or
*“ No, it is n't cheating,” replied Arthur.
will P
her neck and arms were covered with longHave I granted, to-day, from “indulgence, “1 did n't wantmy ‘merits, 80 I gave him
sleeved aprons; and her litfle feet with stout
half of them; and I have kept the other
shoes, Test she should die of consumption, ‘what I denied yesterday, from principle ?
half for you. Nowif you want the prize,
~
Have
I
yielded
to
importunity
in
altering
like her frail little mother. I dare say you
this is a good ‘chance
for you to take them ;
would have thought hér quite a” fright, but a decision deliberately made ?
to-morrow
it
will
be
too
late.”
IS
Have I punished the beginning of an evil
she was as lovely as an angel 10 Grandpa
Edwin hesitated. He had” never “once
habit
P
.
Wallace, and made grandma’s old heart glad
Have I suffered the indulgence of an ‘evil deceived his teacher; he had done. better
all the day long.
than any other scholar, and every merit he
habit through sloth or discouragement ?

She had a wonderfiil voice for a child, and
Have calmness and seriousness marked
before she wag three years old, grandma
my
looks, tones and voice, when inflicting
taught her to sing the sweet old-fashioned
‘punishment
?,
"
tunes which she had sung to Dill's mother
.
Was
my
convenience,
.or the guilt ‘of the
years and years before. © And sometimes, on
child,
the
measure
of
its
punishment
?
a Sunday evening, ‘when the pinks were in
Has punishment been sufficiently private,
blossom in the front yard, you might hear
and have I tried to affect the mind more than
the voices of the two old people a little brokthe body ?
;
en and trembling, mingling with Dill’s clear
Do my children séein me a self-command
| tones in the music of Lenox and Devizes
|
and sweet old Delight. That was Dill's own which is the effect of principle ?
Have I, in my plans, my h
and contune, and she Joved it best dF all. When
the kinggrandpa first read to her in the big Bible, duct, sought first for mi’ childrefi
;
how those 'who make the Most High their -dom of God ?
Have
I
commended
God:
to my children,
refuge should not be afraid by day or night,
she though it was very beautiful, and wanted my children to God ?
Have I aimed, to govern my children in
te hear it again and again, So grandma
the
same principle and in the same spirit
taught her to sing Delight, and it was yon-..
derful how quickly she caught words and | which God adopts in the government of his
| creatures ?
tune, and how she sang,
|
|
Have I, in pursuance of the abové resolu-

‘With wisdom beyond her years,

Now, as they kneel beside me

J ANUARY

0) How pretty
riod | litle Sam, as his
little
fat
hand
grasped
a bunch of white lilac
be far aheadof every one in school except
“4
her
most
sacred
thoughts
and
moments,
she
which
grew
mear
the
gate of his father's
glory with the dew on it. Her yellowha
Albert Foster. He has two more perits
read these questions at the same time:
mansion. The next moment ' the childs
hung in thick curls, and grandma letit have ¢i Have I so prayed for my children ‘as that 1 than I have.” | .
and. he dashed |
its one way, because, as she said, the good | 4
" “I know how he than said Attar) face grew red with terror;
prayer produced an effect upon myself?
geiypleman,
was revived,

and flounces, but little Dill was’ always as
‘ sweet and’ clean and fresh 4s'a morning-
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Penmanshi
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the most excruciating
pain and reduced kim
account; that
We invest on jo
Music,
very much; and physicians thought he would
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half
rope:
MiSS A.V $HAYES, teacher of Wax Work.
live but
a few days. He began to see he was
/
Pponeibility for half the profits.
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JeLord
the
upon
called
he
die;
to
qot prepared
$5.00.
Higher English,
$1.00.
Af- | Languages,
sus and he heard and listened to his prayer.
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450.
ish,
ter a few weeks he got about again, and was quite | Common E:
0.
made a

days, having flown two thousand miles..
ut how do these birds
gain- the ‘knowledge which
guides them!
No man knows,
They certain¥y
are not guided by hearing,
seeing, or smelling ; for they have been carried long distances, so closely shut‘up, that
it was impossible for.them to learn the way

times to come, themselves re-
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DR. GOULD'S PIN-WORM SYRUP.

Purely

"he next Term Dupin Jan nary 30.
The Trustees are
glad to inform their friends that
the present faculty,—Principal and Assistants—will
‘thie School next term, [*
continue their connection w'
and the public may be assured that the Institution as
Jully seis their phatropage &s at any period of ite

of the F, Baptist

24, 1870, aged 73 years and 4 months.

last April,

it to stop,

remarkable

:

' NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

East Wilton,
and

:

ultitudes of
Pin-Worms.
of
most troublesome
[children oradulisis

N. F. WEYMOUTH, Secretary Trust.

have ever heard of the feats of the CarrierPigeon, is that-of one which the Arctic discoverer, Sir John Ross, let loose at Wellington Sound, within the Arctic Circle, on the

skill in curing diseases.” Toad-eater is a appointed
eyes, are brought .up by the
metaphor taken from a mountebank’s boy dredge.
(hese researches press Upon us
eating toadsin order to show his master’s the question,—Is it possible for living matskill in expelling poison. The propriety of ter to be born
and nourished in the pm
the term rests on the fact that dependent of light, in
the presence of carbonic acid,
persons are often forced to ‘do the most nau- and in the absence of any heat higher than
weous things to please théir patrons. . Quan- the tem
F., in the
of about 32 deg.
~dary is a corruption of the French ‘ qu'en absence, that is, of almost any force which
dirai (je) ?" ¢ what shall I say. of it,” and can be transmuted into vital force? At
expresses the fealing . of uncertainty which these great depths there is no vegetation
would naturally Prom t sach a question. properly so called, and Prof. Wyville ThomFaint is from the French se fesndere, to pre- son, who is . associated with Dr. Carpenter
tend ; so that originally fainting ‘was a pre- in these researches, is of opinion that here
tended weaken oe DY
iy We have an the lowest living beings feed on the lifeless

an exclamation was contrived,

most

88

KNOWLTON, a:

“

it is performing, or why it was taken away the example of the Saviour in the ordinance of
baptism, but he was unable to do so. He was a
from its home, goes steadily on till it deliv- grod sufferex for the last eight months of his life,
?

ers the message.

¢

Anniversary Exercises, June 21st.

He died in Peden

in
SAMUEL
URL HUFF died>

the Carrier, knowing nothing of the service

example
of the |
0
indicated b
ic matter which exists in so large a
the word, in the Nk
where Pro:4 | (uantity in the water. We seem here to be
fessional fainters are employed, whose busi- near “the transition from cofplex lifeless
. - ness it is to sink to the floor under
the pow- protoid matter and living protoplasm. The
erful acting of the tragedians. Topsy-tur- exact condition and nature of this o
ic
F is said to bea contraction or co
on matter is of extreme importance, and we
of ‘“ top-side t'other way,” just as helter- understand a distinguished
chemist is
skelter is from Adlarsler et celeriter,
about to makeit the subject of an inquiry.
and quickly.”
! hip { hurrah! was Lh There is another point of no less interest.
a War-ery:
by the stormers of These organisms, which‘are thus building
+ a German town, wherein
: a great many
chalk strata (for this deep Atlantic ooze
Jews had ‘taken refuge.
The place be- = othing but ineipient chalk) at the bottom
ing sacked,
they were all putto the sword, of the ocean are; to a very large extent,
under the shouts of Hieroslyma est
! identical with many of the remains found in
From the first letter of these words(H,
e. p.) the chalk formations. This is so much.the
~

member

pigeon’s feet are bathed in vinegar to keep would admit, and used
thirst, But,

«lor—from the Italian ‘‘ montare,” to mount, | beneath the seas. - Where, as in eertain
and *‘ baneo,” a bench. ; literally, one who regions, the deep waters are warm, nighly
mounts a bench:to boast of his infallible organized beings of bright colors and ‘well

~~
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Me, Oct. 19, 1870, aged 64 years.
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in English bankrupt.

was

his death.

Sometimes the

them cool, and prevent severe

SCHOOL.

Length of Time, ten weeks. -

and an esteemed relative and
services by the writer, from
©
E. WINSLOW.

as to render him uihconscious much of the time of | -

off in the right direction, never making a

Bankrupt means literally

in caplivus, is only

a kind and

his disease, inflammation of the brain,

al-

mistake, and flies at the rate of thirty, forty
or even more miles an hour.
If the journey is very long, the bird sometimes
alights in search of water, and ruins
the letter by wetting it. To prevent this,
the messages are often sealed closely, and

deep ocean is the home of many

LATIN

MRS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. M. WAITT, Teacher in Comercial Department,

of relatives and friends to mourn the

feetly honorable in all his dealings. Kind wie dulgent as a
husband and ° father, social and
leasant as a neighbor, he is greatly missed. His

ponds to the word ** morsel,” used in the | oqtures, who live there in the sbsenne of then covered with a thin varnish to. protect
same sense, and derived from the Latin light, under
great pressure, in water often
mordere, to bite.

3 NELLIE

churchin L., - of which he remained a regular
member till ealled,as we trust, to the better land.
Brother Goodwin was a min of strong
mind, firm
in.his prineipiés;a ‘man of strict in
and
per-

in the nest, it rises high in the air, circling
round and round as it goes up, and then séts

fmpe. the Duk@of Sussex and his brother.” ‘we may
expect
shortly,
It is hardly possiBd dam was originally*‘ belle dame,” fair ble v4 ‘exaggerate ‘the “importance of
ady.
these investigations, in their bearings
Saunterers were once pi
to the Ho- on the most important general pro
ly Land (ia Sainte Terre )
0, it was found,’ lems of biology. physical geography,
took their own time to go there. Bit is that and geology.
teach us that
the botwhich has been bit off, and

called,

wings, The faithful little creature is then
taken into the open air and let loose,. when,

O chosen sheep, that loved the Lord indeed.
Imp once meant
graft; Bacon s
of facts, however, of extreme interest have
‘‘ those most —,
and goody young been Sai,
pu om ow id which

/

But her

Christ in early life, and was baptized by the/writer
years since, united with the Second
‘some

been brought is to be a’hew home for it.
The letter is tied under the bird’s wing, by
a cord passing around the body in front of the

Hr

Dr. Carpenter has returned in safety from
the third trip in deep sea dredgings. His

=

© Abraham’s brats, O brood of blessed seed,

home,

NICHOLS

special object of this sehool is fo fit students SAVE

ways be allowed to start before it has made his last sickness, but his life record was such as
up its mind that the place to which it has to-give his friends ‘a blessed assurance of hope in

Deep Sea Life.
~

own

Fy

on Thursday, the 20th of January, inst., and continue
Yop weeks,
3
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Mg. NAHUM GOODWIN died iff Lebanon, Me.,

Before this they had been

ries towards its

ibn

Phe Bpring Term
of this Institution
will commence

letters from
place August 28th, 1870, aged'75 years and 5 months.
therefore, called the The subject of this notice indul
a hope in

Pigeons, so

Jo

TAT,

arty

Se

of Timothy Long! Faugh! Outupon such being from fourteen to seventeen inches
spaniels! ? Bless your soul, dear Cato, from the tip of the beak to the end of the ast days were quiet and peaceable. He served as
and broad, admi- one of the municipal officers of the town several
s oly do it to save a sixpénce!
| tail. The wings are long The
color is very years, and represented the town in the Legisla%
ese are absurdities ; but there are ma- rably suited for flight.
ture, and was
highl respected as a citizen, His
lignities also. What a spéctacle it is, that dark blue, or nearly black ; and around the I faithful A 13 highiy passed on before him some
of a really clever man sitting down to tax eyes there is a broad, reddish colored circle ten years,where we trust he greets her on theshin/
ingshore.
He leaves a large family of children,
his wits for the most caustic and elaborate of naked skin.
When a message
is to be sent by a pigeon, grandchildren” and friends to ‘sorrow for his
misrepresentation of something which he
company, but they smourn not without a good
perfectly well knows to be simple and in- the bird is carried from ts home,. usuall hope. ,
+
T. STEVENS.
there are young in its nest, as thou,
telligible. Laboriously to increase the mis- when
it were to be sent back to the nest with
MR. JOSEPH DOUGLAS died in Orono, Me.,
understanding
and falsehood and ill feelin
in the world is certainly the most
pitiful of news. Thus, people who expect letters by Dee. 27, aged 51 yegrs and 9 months. He professCarrier-Pigeon, watch the nest as we ed religion when about tiventy-one years of age
human tasks. But it is ont -which party the
and Jo ned the Free Baptist church, of which
he
spirit relentlessly requires.—Harper's Mag- watch the Post Office. The pigeon can no continued
a membertill his death. The nature of
be sent abroad with messages; it only car-

brat, now a vulgar and contemptuous word,
had anciently a very different signification,
as in the following lines from an old hymn
by Gascoigne:
© Isarel, © household of the Lord,

fly directly

ting the Tobias or Timothy.
“Ah
ha!”
snorts whe watchful spirit of party, - *behold the demoralization of foreign courts!
Kings and noblemen call themselves merely

came to be used to c
to place, - ‘They were,

| rian-cl

of Siuiyifor Voth sexe.

Complete Co

Ag

renfov-

be remembered,

affectionate - companion,

indulgent mother
friend.
Funeral
Rev. 14:13. ':

of them is carried, even to a very great dis-

it was supposed that from’ them, as
soul is eaten up by flunkyism, and who grov- because
the
stock
'or stem, all other pigeons had
elsin spirit before the pond upstarts of an ef-"
;
fete despotism, signs his name Short instead. | come.
_ The Carrier is larger than other pigeons,
of Tobias Short, or Long, forsooth, instead

the very dregs of paganigm " to set forth the

great truths of our redemption.

has this love of home so strong, that if one
tance, and then set free, it will

eG §

INSTATUTE,

workis done, and slié rests from her lubors. 8he | gp "RUGENE WADE, A. B.,
i Anh Normal Dep't.
leaves a companion and eight children, with a | Miss I. MARIA SIMONS, Astociate.

circle
it was found that a certain, kind of pigeon | large
loss of an

gave money signs it Short ol Lon , omit

ing, and they also deteriorate and degenerate,
ty, with the Greéks and Rom-

thiortations will lnk)

Somie birds, like some men, love home
more than others. . Long ago, when there
were no stéamboats, railroads, or telegraphs,

calm at all hazards,
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mt

prayer,
always a house for the toil-worn | for collage. _
A. M. Joxss, Secrefury,
j
:
She with her companion united | Lewiston. Jan. 1, 1871,
servants of God.
?
with the first F'. Baptist church on Dead River at
MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
its organization, and remuined members of the
| same untilit + lost: its visibility... Some fifteen
PITTSFIELD, ME,
‘months since,God revived his work in her vicinity - GEORGE B. FILE 8, A.B. Preceptor,
and great was her jQythereat, Her prayers and ex- |
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until the Fnench evacuatedit. All and generally understood that Texas contains physical conditio
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as has been before:
al members from Georgia were admitted. A bill the troops left in Cherbourg liave been ordered three or four times as many cattle as at the close suggested, its entire andadaption
to the requirements
was passed presenting regulations for the estab- to take the field. The Be
government has Of:the war, but such
is not the case. The Agri- of living creatures such as those that now
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discovered

A convention in favor of the recognition of the
Almighty in the Constitution met at Philadel-

phia, last Wednesday.

" Frank
P. B lair is elected sgnagor from Mfssouri.
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and sank the United States steamer Oneida caused
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vices are no lonzer required.

that his ser-

This to Captain
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the: unpleasantness,
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‘the first bale of home raised silk; the raising of
the first successful crop of cotton, and the first
success in the manufacture of beet sugar.
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anything connected with the acquirement of the
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The Omnibus Appropriation bill was fin-

ished in Committee of the Whole. The Millitary
Academy Appropriation bill was passed.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, considerable
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_ The present consumption of wood in the United States is enormous. It is stated that one himdred and fifty thousand acres of the best timber is
cut évery year to supply the- demand for railway
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